
Two: January 1, 1943 to May 28, 1943 
 

 

January 1, 1943 

 

Williams Field, Chandler, Arizona 

 

Dear Diary: 

It was a sober New Year's Eve for me last night at Virginia's home.  Up at 9:00 

AM.  Made room ready for inspection and [went] over to the day room at 10:00 

AM.  Maj. Hinds lectured to the whole class of 43-1; also, Col. Bernard A. Bridget gave a 

half-hour lecture.  The purpose of their speeches was to give us a verbal impression of 

what and how we must act to be good officers.  The session lasted ‘til 5:15 PM.  Rushed 

like hell to get dressed for one class graduation party and dance, (cost: $6.00), at [the] 

Hotel San Marcos in Chandler, Arizona, a very pretty hotel.  Jim Peacock took Virginia's 

sister's girlfriend, Milly, Grady Moyle had Virginia's sister, "Mid," and Virginia was with 

me.  Drinks were to be bought by individual couples.  "Gin" and I did not drink more 

than one glass apiece.  Turkey dinner was good.  The dance was beautiful.  Gin and I had 

a very wonderful time.  [We] took [the] girls home by taxi from Mesa at 2:00 AM.  Back 

to [the] post and in bed by 3:00 AM.   

 

January 2, 1943 

Commission 

 

Graduation day of [Class]ß 43-1 Bombardiers at Williams Field.  Up at 9:00 AM.  Spent 

all AM getting signatures on my field-clearance sheets.  Got my wings at 2:00 PM.  The 

Colonel1 presented all wings and a handshake to the whole class, individually.  My 

thoughtful and lovely Virginia took the afternoon off from work at the subdepot2 to see 

me graduate.  [At] 2:30 PM, exercises were over.  Rush to clean [the] barracks and pack 

clothes; had to [be] ready by 4:00 PM.  Orders did not come, so, we put up for the night 

in [the] officers' barracks.  Girls waited patiently.  Took Virginia to supper in the cadet[s]' 

mess, then, a bus to Mesa, but, [the] bus had a flat tire.  Took a taxi to her home.  Stayed 

in "Gin's" house ‘til 11:00 PM.  Talked with her mother and dad.  Back on post by 1:00 

AM.  Bed at 3:00 AM. 

 

January 3, 1943  

 

Up at 10:00 AM.  Shower and shave.  In [the] day room by 11:00 AM.  Orders came in 

by 2:00 PM.  Chick and I, dinner in [the] officers' club,3 a very nice set-up.  Still can't 

                                                           
1
 Bernard A. Bridget. 

 
2
 Subdepots performed maintenance on aircraft and stored Army Air Force supplies, including 

fuel.  (Craven: 366-367)  

 
3
 An officer's open mess, which is to say, a dinning and recreational club paid for by dues paying members, 

the officers.  (USAFD: 355; 357) 

 



realize that I am an officer.  Orders came; half going to Salt Lake; [the] other half [is] to 

remain behind for further orders.  Packed from 4:30 PM to 6:15 PM.  Had to stay with 

my luggage until [it was] checked at Chandler Train Station.  Lt. Bob Woodard [is] sick, 

[the] only person not leaving shortly.  Did not see Chick and Claire to say good-bye; 

called them up by telephone before [the] train came.  With Virginia all evening, our last 

walk together.  On [the] train at Mesa at 11:45 PM.  So long, Williams Field.  You were a 

damn good field.  In Phoenix at 1:00 AM. 

 

January 4, 1943 

 

Pete Parialo and I slept in a lower;4 $8.75 for a lower.  Class ring came yesterday, 

$25.74.  Spent $156 for a uniform.  Left Williams with $144 in pocket.  Letter[s] from 

Rudy and Irene, Saturday and Sunday; also, a telegram from Frank, Saturday.  Train, in 

California by [the] AM.  Breakfast, $.82.  Cold sleeping last night.  Stopped in San 

Bernardino for half an hour.  Sent a telegram to home, $.40.  Wrote a letter to 

Mother.  Played hearts all evening.  Stopped at Las Vegas, Nevada, for one hour.  Bed, 

12:00, midnight.  Cold night. 

 

January 5, 1943 

 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

 

In Utah by AM.  Stopped at Delta [for] five minutes.  Up at 9:30 AM.  A pond [was] 

frozen.
ß
  Morning, very cold.  Shave.  Snow on all [the] mountains.  Passed through 

Buena Vista and arrived at Salt Lake City at 1:30 PM.  Light snow patches in [the] 

city.  Parialo, Tynan, Thomas, Turner and I walked the streets of the city; saw the 

Mormon Museum and Tabernacle.  Ate dinner.  Shopped for clothes.  Took a taxi to the 

air base, four miles from [the] city.  Registered at [the] BOQ5 office and left for town by 

taxi by 7:30 PM.  Taxi costs one dollar for five [passengers].  Had supper together, and 

then, went to the Coconut Grove stag dance.  Met buddies from Squadron 82 at 

SAAAB.  These fellows were here from Albuquerque, New Mexico.6  Had to be on post 

by 1:00 AM.  Left [the] city at 11:00 PM.  Shower and to bed by 1:00 AM.   

 

January 6, 1943 

 

Up at 6:45 AM.  The enlisted CQ7 made the AM awakenings.  Shave and breakfast in 

[the] officers' mess, $.40, paid on the spot.  All transient officers met in [the] officers' 

club for announcements.  Rested all AM, sleeping on my Army cot.  An orderly cleans 

our rooms.  Dinner, $.50.  Meeting at 1:30 PM.  No orders for us.  Letter writing all 

                                                           
4
 Lower berth. 

 
5
 Bachelor officers' quarters. 

 
6
 Kirkland Field. 

 
7
 Charge of quarters; an NCO responsible for a given space for a certain amount of time.  (USAFD: 110) 

 



afternoon.  Wrote a letter, four pages, to Rudy.  Supper, $.60, very good, steak.  "Doc" 

Turner and I went to see the 8:00 PM show at the post theatre, Traitor Within, 

poor.  Wrote a letter to Virginia.  All pals went to town for [the] evening.  Read a book 

for half an hour, Above Suspicion.  Bed by 12:30 AM.  "Doc" Turner and I had short talks 

about home.   

 

January 7, 1943 

 

Up at 8:30 AM.  Shave.  Meeting in [the] officers' club at 9:00 AM.  No orders for 

us.  PX, to eat breakfast.  Read a book.  Dinner, $.50.  Travel pay at 3:00 PM, $55.95, 

1200 miles.  Dressed to go to town.  Took pictures on [the] post and in the city, before 

[the] Utah capitol.  Thomas, Turner, Parialo and I were in town together.  Bought a liquor 

license, $.50.  Thomas bought a pint of VO Seagram's.  Went to a restaurant and had 

mixed drinks with 7-Up; [had] supper before [the] drinks.  Walked around town.
Þ
  Went 

to [the] Coconut Grove dance, stag.  Met a Beth
‡
 from Idaho; danced with her all 

night.  Walked her home.  del. Taxi home at 1:10 AM.  Bed at 2:00 AM.   

 

January 8, 1943 

 

Up at 8:45 AM.  Meeting at [the] club at 9:00 AM.  PX, coffee and doughnuts.  Played 

hearts ‘til 12:45 PM.  Dispensary clearance cards all PM.  No orders for 

bombardiers.  Dinner, $.50.  Dressed for town.  Taxi.  Supper, $1.00.  Developed 

pictures, good negatives.  del.
ß
  Turner, Parialo and I, a show, Stand Up For Action, 

good.  Walk around town until 12:30 AM.  Taxi back to [the] post.  Taxi costs one dollar. 

 

January 9, 1943  

 

Up at 9:00 AM.  Got orders to leave for Boise, Idaho, Gowen Field,8 B-17s. Left [the] 

field at 2:00 PM.  Expenses for lodgings and officers' club dues, $2.10.  Bought train 

tickets at a hotel, (Utah $8.90, tax.)  Couldn't get Pullmans; no reason.  Checked 

baggage.  The four of us, Doc, Tommy, Pete and I, supper and a haircut.  Got the prints, 

very good pictures, which we took on [the] capitol grounds.  "Doc" bought one pint of 

VO Seagram's and Pete got the mixer, 7-Up.  Train left Salt Lake City at 8:15 

PM.  Terrible coach we had; gas lights were used.  Joe South and his wife, Lucille, 

Wallin and Mary Jane, Archie and Rose Mary, plus, a total [of] thirty-five of us [were] on 

[the] train.  Ten [were] left behind.  Had a little party, champagne and highballs, a swell 

time; singing from 2:00 AM to 7:00 AM.  Stopped over at Pocatello, Idaho; ate breakfast 

there.
†
  Had a very difficult time trying to find a place to sleep and, also, falling asleep.   

 

January 10, 1943 

 

                                                           
8
 Gowen Field was constructed in accordance with the 54-group expansion plan.  When the Second Air 

Force began Operational Training Unit-Replacement Training Unit (OTU-RTU) training for heavy bomber 

crews, Gowen was one of its four original bases. (C&C: 135fn, 154)  

 



43rd Squadron, 29th Group,9 Gowen Field, Boise, Idaho 

 

Slept sitting up in a chair.  Only got about four hours [of] sleep.  Passed Shoshone, 

Idaho.  Snow and cold, plains and hills.  Reached Boise at 2:00 PM.  Took seventeen 

hours to travel 400 miles.  Stayed in town.  The four of us, Thomas, Parialo, Turner and I, 

ate dinner and saw a movie, Loretta Young and Brian Aherne in A Night to Remember, 

funny and good.  Couldn't get a room.  Went to Gowen Field in a MP10 truck with our 

baggage.  Post, very fine; girl drivers and wonderful service.  Signed in at 

headquarters.  Got a BOQ, enlisted men's barracks.11  Signed in at [the] mess hall; $1.25 

per day for meals.  Had a swell supper, all-you-want, super waiter service.  Ate supper at 

9:00 PM.  Bed at 12:00, midnight.  Unpacked and sorted out laundry before bed.   

 

January 11, 1943 

 

Up at 10:00 AM.  Swell breakfast, then, a lot of running around, getting things signed and 

etc., the usual routine when coming to a new post.  Dinner at 4:00 PM.  Signed to [the] 

43rd Squadron, B-17s; excess of bombardiers.  Squadron meeting at 5:00 PM.  Maj. 

Barnack, [who has a] Polish and Pennsylvanian accent, [is] the squadron CO, a nice man, 

very young.  Wrote a letter to home.  Navigation class for bombardiers from 8:00 PM to 

10:00 PM.12  Sent out laundry and clothes to [the] cleaners.  Bed, 11:30 PM.  Other 

fellows talked about getting fifteen day leaves; ‘tis a laugh.  Supper at 10:00 PM, swell.   

                                                           
9
 Between June 25, 1942, and April 1, 1944, the 29th Bomb Group served as an OTU-RTU at Gowen 

Field.; In February of 1942, the AAF adopted the OTU-RTU system, embracing the model established by 

the RAF.  Prior to that date, theater commanders, desperate for combat ready units, raided trained and 

seasoned groups.  This practice threatened to deprive the continental air forces of personnel capable of 

training raw groups for the sake of satisfying short-term needs.   

Under the OTU system, a parent group with an overabundant table of organization trained cadres 

for new groups, then split those cadres off into satellite groups.  Replacements from the individual flying 

schools would subsequently bring both the parent and satellite groups up to strength.  The satellite group 

formed the core of a new unit to be prepared and shipped overseas and the parent group returned to the 

cadre-training process.  The RTU system differed slightly, in that the satellite units became provisional 

groups, which were disbanded once the group was delivered to a combat theater replacement center. 

OTU training generally lasted three months.  RTU training concluded after only two months, since 

there was no need to focus on group cohesion.  That task was left to the combat groups that the replacement 

crews and individuals eventually joined.  OTU-RTU training was divided into three phases.  Second Air 

Force policy at this time mandated that each phase take place at a separate location.  Up until 1945, the 

demand for qualified units and replacements at the front often ensured that this training schedule would 

rarely be executed as planned.  (AFCU: 81-82; C&C, vol. 6: 601-606; Cameron: 484-485) 

 
10

 Military Police. 

 
11

 This is a confusion of terms.  Mr. Piech uses bachelor officers' quarters interchangeably with enlisted 

men's quarters in this sentence. 

 
12

 The first phase of RTU training focused on the individual, acclimating specialty school graduates to the 

type of aircraft they would serve on overseas.  For B-17 bombardiers, this required conducting a series of 

bomb runs in the Flying Fortress with the Norden bombsight.  Also, the continental air forces attempted to 

bring flying school graduates up to speed on elements of their training that had been previously ignored by 

the FTC in its haste to produce trained specialists.  This may account for the navigation and gunnery 

instruction that Lt. Piech received at Gowen Field.  (Beginning in 1942, the FTC obligated its bombardiers 

to complete a six week flexible gunnery course whenever possible.  Lt. Piech apparently never participated 



 

January 12, 1943 

 

The weather has been no good for flying time [for] the past month, overcast and high 

mountains, too risky.  No flying today, again.  Up at 8:00 AM.  Shave, breakfast and 

reported to [the] squadron orderly room.13  Maj. Barnack, the 43rd CO, is Polish and from 

SD.  He flew the last plane out of Bataan;14 tall, young and good looking, a very swell 

boy.  Have to keep the blackboard corrected as to where I am every minute and hour of 

the day.  Pete Parialo and I got some of our flying equipment and an aviation kit bag15 to 

use for carrying the stuff.  Bought one pair of pinks [and] one pair of green slacks at the 

PX, $11.50 and $8.50, ($20).  Took pants to [the] tailor's.  No classes or anything for us 

to do, since there are too many bombardiers and etc. in our 43rd Squadron.  Open 

post.  Bryant,16 Smith, Parialo and I went out, bowled a game with [the] other lieutenants; 

[my score:] 156.  Met some nurses.  Had to be inside by 10:00 PM.  The four of us went 

out for a walk.  Party in Bryant's room [at the] Boise Hotel until 3:30 AM.  Breakfast in 

[the] officers' mess at 4:30 AM, [before] bed.
ß
   

 

January 13, 1943 

 

Up at 11:45 AM.  Feeling good.  No schedule for us, again.  Bad weather for flying.  My 

ValPac
†
 [was] fixed.  Wasted all PM doing nothing, mostly sleeping.  Supper at 6:00 

PM.  Dressed for town.  Bryant, Parialo and I were together.  Pete and I had dates with 

two nurses; saw Who Done It? at Penny's Theatre, a good movie.  [The] girls had to be in 

their quarters by 12:00, midnight.  [The] three of us took a bus back to [the] post at 12:30 

AM.  Went to [the] officers' mess and had a spot of breakfast.  Bed by 1:00 AM.   

 

January 14, 1943 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             

in that genre of training.)  This task distracted from the air forces' main agenda.   

Part of the OTU-RTU curriculum was based on suggestions made by combat theater 

commanders.  The Eighth Air Force, for example, considered its gunners and bombardiers to be sloppy in 

their practices in 1942 and early-1943.  Before 1944, the continental commands found it difficult to 

coordinate their programs with the flow of trainees from each school.  Thus, the length of the first phase of 

OUT-RTU training varied for each crewmember, since the transition to phase two depended on the number 

of full crews assembled by the RTUs.  (C&C, vol. 6: 605-606; Cameron: 490-491; 493-495) 

 
13

 The office from which the squadron commander and his staff administer the squadron; the squadron 

headquarters.  (USAFD: 362) 

 
14

 On April 9, 1942, after holding off Japanese invaders for several months, Maj. Gen. Edward King, under 

the command of Gen. Jonathan Wainwright, surrendered his American-Filipino force on Bataan, marking 

the last stand of the American Army in the Philippines until Gen. MacArthur's return in 1944.  (Oxford: 

114-115) 

 
15

 The bag that aviation clothes and equipment are stored in.  (USAFD: 287) 

 
16

 See Appendix A. 

 



Up at 10:00 AM.  Did not go to school in [the] AM; our option to go in [the] AM or [the] 

PM.  Got $32.80 for travel pay from Salt Lake City to Boise, Idaho.  School in [the] PM, 

1:00 PM to 5:00 PM.  First hour, a lecture on military law and courts.  [The] next three 

hours [were] spent on [the] gunnery range.  Shot twenty rounds of .30 caliber sub-

machine gun [ammunition] and twenty rounds of .45 caliber pistol bullets.  Made [the] 

best score from our group, twenty-five out of forty.  [The] best
†
 was thirty-two.  [On the] 

.45 pistol, made twelve out of a possible forty, first time I shot a .45 pistol; quite used to 

it now.  Supper, ate plenty.  Got pants from [the] tailor's and went to [the] officers' club to 

do some letter writing; one to Gin.  Bite to eat at [the] officers' mess.  Bed, 12:00, 

midnight.  Cleaners cost me $1.50. 

 

January 15, 1943 

 

Up at 7:15 AM.  Shave.  School at 8:00 AM.  8:00 AM to 9:00 AM: "Combat 

Intelligence;" 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM: "Celestial Navigation."  Also, saw the Army 

picture, Safe Guarding of Military Information.  That is the second time I saw the picture 

and lecture.  Took two pairs of pants to [the] tailor's to have them altered.  Weather, very 

windy, cloudy, not too cold, slight rain and hail; very little flying done by the crews.  Got 

my bombsight pass this PM.  Went to the officers' club.  Wrote a letter to the Analytical 

Boys.17  Bed by 12:00, midnight.  Had a terrible crash five miles from [the] field.  Eleven 

men died in one B-17 bomber from [the] 411th Squadron.  The 411th B-17 hit the tail of 

a Sixth Squadron B-17.  The other B-17 landed safely.18   

 

January 16, 1943 

 

Up at 8:00 AM.  Coffee in [the] PX.  Inspection of [the] squadrons on the flight 

line.  Cold as hell all day.  Miniature blizzard all PM and after supper.  Orientation by 

Col. David.19  Also, a speech by Maj. McLoughlin; more or less a speech on our behalf as 

to our conduct as lieutenants.  Also, [we are] to learn as much as possible and not to fool 

around.  Classes in [the] PM ‘til 5:00 PM.  Chemical warfare demonstration, all about the 

four-pound thermite bombs, thirty-five in one bundle.20  Best extinguisher is a strong 
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 The Analytical Gang. 

 
18

 Accidents plagued the heavy bomber OTU-RTU program as crews adjusted to their new 

aircraft.  Mechanical failures accounted for a large portion of this attrition.  Also, pilots had to relearn much 

of their aviation training as it applied to their larger, less maneuverable B-17s and B-24s.  Many lives were 

lost due to inexperience in formation and instrument flying, which caused mid-air collisions and crashes 

into the earth in low visibility weather.  As combat commands pressured the training system for more units, 

the accident rate rose, since men were rushed into training before they could learn the proper 

precautions.  (Cameron: 486; Wells: 30-31) 

   
19

 Lt. Col. William B. David was the 29th Bomb Group's commanding officer from August 28, 1942, to 

February 2, 1943.  (AFCU: 82) 

 
20

 Thermite bombs consist of a mixture of aluminum powder and metal oxide (iron) which produces great 

heat upon ignition; for use in incendiary bombs.  (USAFD: 523) 

 



force of H2O
21 from a hose.  [The] CO22 in CO2

23
 is no good.  ALO

†
 Pyrite is NG.

24
 Had 

two hours of lecture on high altitude equipment.  Went to town with Art Bryant and 

"Doc" Turner.  Art had a date with Phyllis.  "Doc" and I went to [the] Boise Club, a few
†
 

drinks and dances.  Back to [the] post and had an early breakfast.  Bed at 2:00 AM.   

 

January 17, 1943 

 

Up at 9:00 AM.  Breakfast.  Navigation test at 10:00 AM, quite easy.  Dinner.  Tried to 

telephone to home from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM; no success.  Waited in [the] officers' club, 

read a book; also, wrote a long letter to Mother.  Van Bruggen, "Doc" Turner and I went 

to Boise.  Supposed to be at [the] Wallins for supper, [but] came much too late, 8:00 PM; 

no one home.  Went back to town for one round of drinks at the Boise Club, then, we 

bowled two games apiece.  I hit 224 and 168.  Back to the post, [by] bus, and had 

breakfast, 12:00, midnight.  Bed by 12:30 AM.  Very cold, 10 below 0.   

 

January 18, 1943 

 

Up at 8:00 AM.  School all AM.  Three hours of gunnery.  Took .30 caliber and .50 

caliber machine guns apart.  Cold as hell all AM, 4 below 0.  From 1:00 PM to 3:00 

PM, getting acquainted with a B-17E.25  What a honey!  Bought:  

 

Overshoes, $2.46  

Two pairs, light wool socks, $.25 each  

Two pairs, heavy wool socks, $.48 each  

Three pairs, GI undershorts, $.32 each  

Three pairs, undershirts, $.21 each 

 

Light snack in [the] PX before two hours of "Squadron Navigation" class from 6:00 PM 

to 8:00 PM.  Supper at 8:00 PM.  Stayed in [the] barracks, reading and trying to keep 

warm.  The first floor, where my cot is, [is] pretty chilly all day.  Rudy [was] transferred 

to Washington, DC, for ten weeks [of] Navy Mine School.26 

 

January 19, 1943 
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 Water. 

 
22

 Carbon Oxide. 

 
23

 Carbon Dioxide. 

 
24

 No Good. 

 
25

 Wing Span: 103' 9.38"; Fuselage Length: 73' 9.73"; Engine: Wright R-1820-91 1000 HP; Weight 

(Empty): 33,279 lbs.; Weight (Gross): 40,260 lbs.; Max. Speed: 318 MPH; Cruising Speed: 226 MPH; 

Max. Range: 3,300 miles; Ceiling: 35,000 feet; Armament: Eight .50 cal. and one .30 cal. machine 

guns.  Boeing completed 512 B-17Es.  (Flying Fortress: 310-311) 

 
26

 Rudy attended the Navy Bomb Disposal School at American University in Washington, DC. 

 



 

Up at 8:30 AM.  "Celestial Navigation,"
Þ
 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM.  Dinner.  "Combat 

Intelligence" from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM; covered aerial photography.  "Doc" Turner and I 

went to Boise, [the] city.  Got two pints [of] Four Roses, to have it checked in the 

officers' club for our use.  Also, went to Fox Studio to have photographs taken.  Bought 

two shirts, light-weight, tan color, $3.00 and $4.00.  Ride back to [the] post in an Army 

recon car.  "Squadron Navigation" class from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM.  Supper.  Officers' 

club, two mixed drinks.  Lost $1 in [the] slot machine and won two games of Ping-Pong; 

beat "Doc" and Warren Dillon.27  Back to [the] BOQ.  Shower and nursed my sore ankles 

by hot soaks.  Warm night, windy.  Bed, 11:00 PM.   

 

January 20, 1943 

 

Warm, light rain, all day; no flying.  Awake at 7:00 AM; up at 8:00 

AM.  Breakfast.  Gunnery for three hours; learned how to field strip the .45 caliber 

Thompson sub-machine gun and the Browning .50 caliber machine gun, learned very 

much.  "Doc" Turner got three letters from the boys from old 43-1 at Williams: Tapping, 

Woodard and Tout.  They hate their new place, Hondo, Texas, Navigation School.28  The 

facilities are terrible and [they have] school all day.  Photography, one hour in [the] 

PM.  Rested all PM, for three hours.  Work late at night.  Wrote a letter to Frank and sent 

wings to Mommy, and miniatures to Irene and Milly.  Letter of congratulations from 

Dean Metzger.  Bomb trainers from 12:00, midnight, to 2:30 AM.  Two glasses of milk 

before bed.  Warm night.  Did very well on the [bomb] sight; learned [the] new system 

very quickly.  Bed, 3:00 AM.   

 

January 21, 1943 

 

Rainy weather all day; windy, cloudy and warm.  Up at 11:00 AM.  Dinner.  School from 

1:00 PM to 5:00 PM and "Squadron Navigation" class from 6:00 PM to 8:00 

PM.  Supper.  Received a card from [the] Polish Church, "Congratulations;" also, a small, 

metal cross.  Turner, Van Bruggen and I went to [the] officers' club for one hour; had one 

mixed drink out of my bottle.  "Doc" Turner won the jackpot in the slot machine, 

$15.  Bed by 11:30 PM. 

 

January 22, 1943 

 

Up at 8:30 AM.  No breakfast.  Had to make a class at 9:00 AM.  Gun turret, .50 caliber, 

for three hours.  One class from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM.  Haircut and shave.  Went to town 

to get "Doc's" and my proofs.  "Squadron Navigation" from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM; 

discussed the sextant.29  Supper at 8:00 PM.  Went to Boise for [the] evening with Art 
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 See Appendix D. 

 
28

 Hondo Army Air Field. 

 
29

 An instrument that measures the angle between a horizon, real or artificial, and a celestial body to 

determine geographic locations and coordinates.  (USAFD: 466) 

 



Bryant.  We parted at 10:45 PM.  Art had a date with his hotel elevatrix.30  Went to [the] 

Sawtooth Club, a "raunchy" club.  Talked to a few lieutenants, [had] a few dances and 

home by 1:00 AM. 

 

January 23, 1943 

 

Snowing, all day; about two-and-a-half inches fell.  Got up at 8:45 AM.  Classes from 

11:00 AM to 12:00 PM [and] 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM.  "Squadron Navigation" from 6:00 

PM to 8:00 PM; let out early.  Went to town by 9:30 PM.  Boise Club; met a few 

lieutenants and sergeants and had a swell conversation.  Left [at] 12:00, midnight.  Back 

to camp by 12:30 AM.  Letter from Rudy, del. Virginia
‡
 and [the] mail clerk at Williams 

Field. 

 

January 24, 1943 

 

Up at 10:00 AM.  Tried to get a call through to home; waited [for] three hours; no 

luck.  Storm trouble; lines were broken.  "Doc" Turner and I spent three hours hunting in 

[the] afternoon; used a .30 caliber rifle, a Winchester.  I shot the only jackrabbit.  Hunted 

in the wrong place [for] the first two hours.  On the desert, there were many.   Came back 

very tired; had plenty of fun.  "Doc" was tickled pink to be able to plod through the snow 

with overshoes.  His home is in Southern California and he never saw snow 

before.  Shower and supper at 8:00 PM.  Slight fever coming on; something I ate, 

dammit.  Scheduled for turrets from 12:00 AM to 3:00 AM.  Didn't get much rest that 

night.  Bed, 3:00 AM, plenty tired.   

 

January 25, 1943 

 

Up at 11:15 AM.  Dinner.  Letters from Chet O'Such and Sister Irene.  Classes from 1:00 

PM to 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM to 7:00 PM.  Heavy head, all day; felt much better after 

supper, 7:30 PM.  Dammit, scheduled for bomb trainers from 3:00 AM to 6:00 

AM.  Started to write a letter to home, but, got too sleepy.  Bed, 11:00 PM; could not fall 

asleep.   

 

January 26, 1943 

 

Up at 8:45 AM.  "OTU Navigation" class, three hours; one hour, "Combat Intelligence," 

1:00 PM to 2:00 PM.  Went to town to select [the] proofs for my pictures.  Ordered six 

three by fives and one large, folder-size, five by seven photo; price: $6.80.  "Squadron 

Navigation," 6:00 PM to 7:00 PM, one hour only.  Went to town to bowl with the 

squadron team, [which] had enough men.  Went to see a show, Red Skelton [in] 

Whistling in Dixie.  Bed, 12:30 AM.  Some of the boys came back from [the] officers' 

club half drunk.  What a racket.  Letter from Father Machiejwski.31 
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 A female elevator operator. 
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 Mr. Piech's hometown Catholic priest. 

 



 

January 27, 1943 

 

Today is the birthday of: Sister Irene, eighteen years old,
Þ
 January 27, 1925.   

Light rain, all day.  Mail: Card from Chick Stata; he describes the place as poor, poor and 

muddy;32 also, Marty Dux and Sister Irene.  Up at 11:00 AM.  Dinner.  Classes all 

PM.  Final exam in "Bombing" and "Combat Intelligence."  "Squadron Navigation," 6:00 

PM to 7:00 PM.  Supper.  Retired to [the] barracks; writing letters to Irene.  The suitcase 

came today.  Mother sent me some apples, fruitcake and a box of Fanny Farmer's candy. 

 

January 28, 1943 

 

Up at 8:30 AM.  Turrets from 9:00 AM to 12:00 AM.  Took [the] turret exam; made 

91%.  "Doc" Turner, Joe Baggs, Carlson33 and I went hunting with .45 caliber sub-

machine guns.  "Doc" killed one rabbit and [I] didn't see many rabbits, because the desert 

ground was very muddy.  Came back very tired.  A snowstorm came up.  No navigation 

class tonight.  Wrote a letter to Virginia.  Bed, 12:00, midnight. 

 

January 29, 1943 

 

Up at 8:30 AM.  Bomb trainers from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM.  Learned the operation of 

[the] C-1 and C-2 computers34 and the B-17 racks.  Studied all PM for navigation 

exams.  Test, 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM.  Dance at the Elks in Boise, an infantile paralysis 

benefit dance.  Had a blind date with Kathleen.
‡
  del. Too much jitterbugging music; all 

young kids.  Dance over at 12:00, midnight.  Had some birthday cake.  Taxi.  Back to the 

base by 2:00 AM.  Snow, all day.  Letter from Rudy. 

 

January 30, 1943 

 

Up at 7:45 AM.  Inspection.  Col. David was transferred.  My squadron CO, Maj. 

Barnack, was also transferred.  Capt. Cox is my new CO.  Cold AM; half an inch [of] 

snow on [the] ground.  Rested all morning.  Did not go to any lectures.  No roll call 

taken.  Went to town in [the] PM.  Paid $2 to have my watch fixed.  Bomb trainers from 

6:00 PM to 8:00 PM.  One hour of instructor time with a pilot.  Rested ‘til 11:00 

PM.  Alert officer, starting 12:00, midnight, dammit. 

 

January 31, 1943 
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 Hondo Army Air Field. 
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 See Appendix D. 

 
34

 The Honeywell C-1autopilot allowed the bombardier to control the aircraft during the bomb run.  (C&C, 

vol. 6.: 581)   

 



Beautiful day and nightß for flying.  Very busy being an alert officer; very tired after [my] 

duty was over.  Bed, 1:00 AM.  Pete Parialo came back from a fourteen-day leave; came 

back a married man.   

 

February 1, 1943 

 

Up at 9:00 AM.  Breakfast.  Took [the] monthly "Combat Intelligence" exam, pretty 

tough, as we didn't have manyi of the questions covered.  Letter from Mother and Frank, 

in one envelope.  Money order for $120.  Paid, today: $154.30; mess hall bill: 

$27.50.  Mailed miniatures to "Gin."  Bombardier meeting at 7:00 PM.  Officers' club, 

drinking and playing Ping-Pong; finished off by singing old songs.  Eichwald played the 

piano; Doc, Thomas and I sang, swell fun.  A little breakfast before going to bed, 1:00 

AM.  Snowed all night. 

 

February 2, 1943 

 

Up at 9:00 AM.  Did not have to attend school.  Wrote Larry Casey a letter in the 

morning.  Went to Boise in [the] afternoon to take two sets of ODs to the cleaners to be 

dyed to officer's green, ($5 cost).  Bought leather name strips, three for $1.  Back to [the] 

post by 5:00 PM.  The ten classmates that we left behind in Salt Lake came to Gowen 

Field today: Tynan, Yee, Warose, Gardner, Profitt and others.  What a time they had in 

Salt Lake!!  Officers' club for the evening.  Letter to Barbara.
‡
  Finished my pint of Four 

Roses.  "Doc" finished his Canadian Club.  Ping-Pong with Tynan and Doc.  Pete Parialo 

hit the nickelii slot machine for a $5 jackpot.  Talks with Mrs. Joe South and Mrs. Edwina 

Hunt.  Breakfast, and [we] were raunchy in the barracks.  Bed, 2:00 AM. 

 

February 3, 1943 

 

Beautiful day, snow on [the] ground.  Weather, mild and clear skies.  School from 8:00 

AM to 11:00 AM and 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM.  Scheduled [to] fly from 8:00 PM to 12:00 

AM tonight.  Wrote letters in [the] officers'iii club all afternoon, [to] home and to Marty 

Dux.  Our mission was canceled, but I went for a ride with Bryant.  Flew for two-and-a-

half hours; made three touch landings.35  Three of us were in the nose.  Felt good to be 

flying again.  Ate
†
 breakfast at 12:30 AM.  Bed.   

 

February 4, 1943 

 

Today is the birthday of: Cousin Ray Kandel.  Sent him a birthday card a few days ago.   

Missed classes in [the] morning; went in [the] PM instead.  Three hours of "Signal 

Communications."  Blind date to a dance given by the subdepot.  Mike Eichwald made 

the date.
‡
  Blind date was Lucy May,

‡
 a very charming, young lassie, nineteen years old, 

an exceptionally swell dancer; does not drink, only smokes a little; lives four miles out of 

town.  She is a secretary to a major on the post.  Had a damn good time.  Left town, 1:00 
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 A variant on the term "three-point landing;" in relation to an airplane with a wheel or a skid attached to 

its tail, a landing in which all three wheels touch the ground at the same time.  (USAFD: 524) 

 



AM.  Ate breakfast on [the] post, 1:30 AM.  On trainers from 2:00 AM to 3:00 

AM.  Pretty tired that night. 

 

February 5, 1943 

 

Up at 10:00 AM.  School in [the] PM, 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM, "Signal 

Communications."  Passed "Code Check;" missed two words out of ninety-five, [at] eight 

words a minute.  Five of [us] went to town.  Doc, Tommy, Tynan and I bowled four 

games apiece on one alley.  Pete did not bowl.
Þ
  Tommy and I were partners.  We won 

three games.  I bowled 178, 191, 145, and 203.  Doc, Tommy and Tynan went with three 

ladies.  [We]ß had a swell time.  Pete and I, back to the post, had breakfast.  Bed, 1:00 

AM. 

 

February 6, 1943 

 

Up at 7:45 AM.  Dressed for inspection.  Had breakfast after the review.  No classes in 

[the] AM.  Excused from "Combat Intelligence" because I passed the January 

exam.  Three hours of medical lecture, did not attend; already had it at Williams 

Field.  Our gang fooled around in [the] BOQ.  Showered and shaved.  Five of us went to 

town, "Doc" Turner, Tynan, Thomas, Parialo and I.  Doc, Tynan and I went roller 

skating, had plenty of fun.  Paired off later in [the] evening.  Back to the post by 12:00, 

midnight.  No breakfast. 

 

February 7, 1943 

 

Slept soundly all night.  Felt good in the AM.  Up at 11:00 AM.  Dinner.  On [the] 

trainers from 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM.  Wrote a letter to home.  Slept for an hour.  Pete 

Parialo and I went to town, 7:30 PM.  We two and Stanley Balowski saw a movie, Once 

Upon a Honeymoon, very good.  Back to the post by 12:30 AM.  Ate breakfast at 1:00 

AM, bacon and eggs.  Bed by 2:00 AM. 

 

February 8, 1943 

 

Cool day; almost all the snow disappeared; cloudy day.  No flying in [the] AM.  Up at 

7:45 AM.  School, three hours about bombing.  Test: 97%.  Washed six pairs of 

socks.  Wrote letters.  Received letters from [the] Kandels and Mrs. R.L. Piech, at 

Washington, DC.  Rudy is going to the Advanced Navy Mine School.36  Pete P. and I 

went shopping in [the] afternoon.  Bought a second hand alarm clock, ($3.50); also, a 

penknife, ($1.95).  Supper on [the] post.  Wrote a letter to Chet O'Such.  Sore throat; a 

few shots of Canadian Club made me feel better.  Bed by 10:30 PM.  Did not fall asleep 

‘til 12:30 AM, noisy barracks.  Cold night. 

 

February 9, 1943 
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 Navy Bomb Disposal School at American University. 

 



Up at 7:30 AM.  Breakfast.  Bombing lecture for three hours, 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM.  A 

Boeing [Aircraft Company]ß man came down to lecture to us on the bomb racks of a B-

17E and F.37  Two hours of "Squadron Combat Intelligence" from 1:00 PM to 3:00 

PM.  Bowled a match game with the officers of Squadron 43.  We lost three games to an 

enlisted men's' team.  I bowled 222, 174, 154, five strikes in a row.  A sergeant 

photographer took one picture and two single shots of me running with the ball.  Back to 

the post by 11:00 PM.  Breakfast in [the] officers'iv mess hall.  Bed by 12:00, midnight.   

 

February 10, 1943 

 

Up at 6:30 AM.  "Signal Communications" class, from 7:00 AM to 8:00 AM, was called 

off; then, had breakfast.  Two hours of "Navigation."  Slept one hour before 

dinner.  Rested in [the] afternoon.  Bomb vault officer from 4:00 PM ‘til 4:00 PM [on] 

2/11/43.  "Doc" brought back my pictures from [the] studio.  Pete bought me a valentine 

card for Mother, ($.25).  Easy job; did nothing but read and write letters.  Slept on a dirty 

bench, [while on duty].
ß
   

 

February 11, 1943 

 

Up at 9:00 AM.  Went to [the] barracks to wash and shave.  Cloudy day and 

windy.  Wrote three letters: A/C Art Schendelman, Lyle Van Dorn and Sgt. Adolph 

Kuchta.  Flying from 4:00 PM to 8:00 PM.  Supposed to drop ten bombs with Joe South, 

but, no bombs, [only] dry runs over a grain elevator.38  Up with an IB, Lt. Hetzel.  What a 

thrill; I flew the B-17 for five runs over the target; so did Joe South.  We took turns on 

the sight and being a pilot.  The rudder39 was terrific.  Flew for three hours, very 

tired.  "Doc" and I went to [the] officers' club, had two drinks, played Ping-Pong; "Doc" 

beat me, five to four games.  Bed, 12:00, midnight.   

 

February 12, 1943 

 

Up at 9:00 AM.  Missed [my] first class.  Two hours of "Navigation."  Mailed my 

pictures to home.  Took care of my 1942 income tax; did not have to file any return, 
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 B-17F: Wing Span: 103' 9.38"; Fuselage Length: 74' 8.9"; Engine: Wright R-1820-65 1000 HP; Weight 

(Empty): 35,728 lbs.; Weight (Gross): 40,260 lbs.; Max. Speed: 325 MPH; Cruising Speed: 160 MPH; 

Max. Range: 4,420 miles; Ceiling: 37,000 feet; Armament: Nine .50 cal. and one .30 cal. machine 

guns.   Boeing produced 2,300 B-17Fs; Additional B-17Fs were produced by Douglas, 605, and Vega 

(Lockheed), 500.  (Flying Fortress: 310-311) 
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 Shortages of all kinds hindered the operational training program until the domestic supply system 

reached its maximum production level in 1944.  Training missions were often scrubbed or rendered 

ineffective by a lack of commissioned aircraft, fuel, bombardier's equipment and practice 

bombs.  Shortages of one hundred percent high-octane fuel limited the high-altitude training of many OUT-

RTU units.  Runs on replacement parts frustrated the efforts of ground crews at repairing training 

aircraft.  (C&C, vol. 6: 612-613; Cameron: 486; 497) 

 
39

 A flexible control surface that guides the plane horizontally; also, the stick or other device in the cockpit 

that operates this control plane.  (USAFD: 449) 

 



because I did not make enough money.  School, 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM.  Bomb trainers 

from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM.  Showered and shaved.  Date with Kay.
‡
  Saw a movie in 

town, Casablanca, very good.  Back to post by 1:30 AM.   

 

February 13, 1943 

 

Jimmy Stewart,40 [the] movie actor, came to Gowen Field.  No inspection this AM, 

tomorrow afternoon instead.  The B-17ß v that was lost for two weeks was found, one 

hundred miles north of Boise; landed in twelve feet of snow, no one hurt.  Five fliers 

were found.  The other three werevi lost, trying to find help.  No classes today.  Rested 

[for] most of the AM [and] for part of the afternoon.  Went to Boise to get my dyed pants 

and shirts, ($5), a very good job.  Bought a pair of bombardier'svii wings, ($3.30).  Back to 

[the] post in time to dress for flying, 8:00 PM to 12:00 AM.  Instructor pilot had ear 

trouble; came down at 11:00 PM; two-and-a-half hours flying time.  A valentine from 

Irene, Mother and Milly.  Letter from "Gin" and Larry Casey, a private in California; 

Sunday, 2/14/43, a valentine from "Gin," Mesa, Arizona. 

 

February 14, 1943 

 

Up at 10:00 AM.  Breakfast.  Pete Parialo, Stan Balowski, a pilot from Detroit, and I 

went to church, 12:00, noon, Mass; felt good to attend.  Dinner.  Big parade from 4:00 

PM to 5:00 PM.  Idaho State Legislature was present to see the inspection and review; 

had three B-17s flying in formation and two B-17s hedge-hopping over the 

field.  Beautiful day, sunshine and warm climate.  Supper.  John Tynan, by the grace of 

God, landed on one engine; no one hurt.
Þ
  Date to see Kay at 8:00 PM.  Her mother, 

father, she and I played a game of cards, Tripoli.  Had a swell time playing for two 

hours.  Left her home [at]ß 11:00 PM.  Have to fly from 12:00 AM to 4:00 AM; flew ‘til 

5:00 AM.  One B-17 made a crashed landing six miles from the field.  Bombardier and 

navigator were hurt pretty bad.  We searched for the plane [for] one hour; flying time: 

three-and-a-half hours.
Þ
 

 

February 15, 1943 

 

Up at 11:30 AM.  Dinner.  Ground gunnery from 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM.  Received a Xmas 

card from Adolph Kuchta.  He addressed it to Luke Field, Arizona.  He sent it [on] 

December 17, 1942.  Supper.  Went to bed, 8:00 PM.  Have to fly from 0400 to 0800 

tomorrow morning.  Beautiful day, all day today. 

 

February 16, 1943 
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 An accomplished actor and acclaimed movie star before the war, James Stewart enlisted in the AAF in 

1941.  Like Clark Gable, he made films for the Army Air Force, notably, Winning Your Wings in 1942.  He 

also went on to become a B-24 pilot and the commander of a B-24 squadron, flying thirty-five missions 

over Europe.  After the war, he resumed his acting career but also remained in the USAF Reserve, filming 

more propaganda movies and eventually attaining the rank of brigadier general.  (HDUSAF: 540)  

 



Breakfast.  Speech by the Colonel, McLanson, 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM.  Three hours [of] 

school in [the] afternoon, "Dead Reckoning" class.  Squadron party, 8:30 PM to 12:00, 

midnight, at the Maremar, a very nice affair.  A classmate
‡
 and I had dates.  Lucy May

‡
 

was mine, a swell dancer.  Bonnie
‡
 was my classmate's

‡
 date.  Back to [the] post by 1:00 

AM.  Tired as hell, not enough sleep. 

 

February 17, 1943 

 

All day, warm and sunny.  Letters from Frank and Chick Stata.  Flew from 8:00 AM to 

12:00, noon.  Dropped [my] first eight bombs, practice, [at] 4855 feet [altitude]ß true 

above target, 8000 feet indicated.  Was not familiar with [the] new bombing tables;41 

dropped bombs all over the desert.  My course was good.  Hits were at twelve 

o'clock.  Three hours of "Radio Communication" in [the] afternoon.  Bed, early, 9:30 

PM.  Tired as hell; lack of sleep. 

 

February 18, 1943 

 

A warm and sunny day.  Letter from Barbara.
‡
  Up at 1:45 AM.  "Squadron Navigation," 

2:00 AM to 3:30 AM.  Breakfast and back to bed by 4:00 AM.  Up at 10:00 AM.  Bought 

bombardier'sviii wings, $1.50,
†
 in [the] PX.  Ground gunnery in [the] afternoon, 1:00 PM 

to 4:00 PM.  Shot twenty-five .50 caliber gun bullets from a fixed, flexible 

position.  Target was an imitation wooden Zero mounted on a jeep that was self runix over 

an oval track.  Range varied from 600 to 900 yards.  What a wallop that .50 makes, and 

what a racket!  Went to Boise, shopping, before supper.  Alarm clock fixed, no 

charge.  Bought a wallet folder, ($.75), a notebook, ($.45), [and] a belt buckle, 

($.35).  Supper.  Filled out my 12-C bombing form.  Copied target data in my notebook 

and learned how to read the bombing tables.   Bed, 12:00, midnight. 

 

February 19, 1943 

 

Up at 5:45 AM.  "Squadron Navigation" class from 6:00 AM to 7:30 

AM.  Breakfast.  Flying from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM, a calibration mission; flying pretty 

close to the ground.  At one time, we hit an air speed of 220 [MPH], 300 feet above the 

Earth.  [Had] a lot of fun riding in the nose and flying low.  Came back to the field for a 

quick landing to avoid any further engine trouble.  #1
x
 engine started to "kick up;" landed 

okay.  Letter from Virginia.
‡
  Shot the .50 caliber machine gun from the upper turret on 

the gunnery range, twenty-five shots.  Did very well with the Sperry automatic 

sight.42  Haircut, $.35.  Supper.  Called Kay for a date; she is sick in bed.  Showered and 

shaved.  Warm and sunny, all day.  Wrote letters to [my] folks at home in [the] club, four 

pages.  "Navigation" class, 2:00 AM to 3:30 AM.  Breakfast.  Met a radio operator named 
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 These charts list the correct bombsight settings for dropping a variety of bombs within a range of speeds 

and altitudes.  (USAFD: 87) 

 
42

 A gun sight manufactured by the Sperry Corporation.  (USAFD: 482-483) 

 



Ladd, from Maine.  He washed out at Maxwell Field, June, 1942, as an aviation cadet;xi 

color blindness.   

 

February 20, 1943 

 

Up at 10:30 AM.  Excused from inspection.  Letter from Virginia.  Mailed a check for $2 

to [the] Rutgers University Fund Council; also, a picture to Virginia.
‡
  Medical lecture in 

[the] afternoon, did not attend.  Had my right ear looked at; a little trouble inside.  Pete 

Parialo and I went to Boise, fooled around in town, touring [the] clubs, etc.  Met Lt. 

Francis McCarthy and Lt. [Kermit] Pierce,ß two boys from Santa Ana, Squadron 82 and 

Section 9.  They graduated with Class 43-1.  Back home by 2:00 AM.  Breakfast.  Bed.   

 

February 21, 1943 

 

Up at 10:30 AM.  Dinner at 12:00 PM.  Listened to [the] radio ‘til 3:30 PM.  Spent three 

hours answering the bombardier's questionnaire.  Spent one-and-a-half hours in a B-17F, 

doing some self-learning.  Supper.  "Doc" and I went to town.  Kay [is] sick in bed with 

[the] flu.  Went to [the] Boise Club.  Had five mixed drinks with "Doc" and his date, Joe 

Stevenson.  Back to [the] post by 11:00 PM.  Bed.  Ear treated in [the] PM.  Grounded for 

two days, until ear drum heals.  Cloudy night; no flying. 

 

February 22, 1943 

 

Up at 9:30 AM.  Breakfast.  Ear trouble.  Assigned to Officers' BOQ #709, small, Room 

#18.  Bill Holloway, my navigator, and I will be together in one room; good deal.43  Short 

letter from Lorraine; she is sick.  Light rain, sloppy and muddy all day; warm 

weather.  Wrote a two-page letter to Lorraine.  Bought a towel, $.35.
†
  Ear treated in [the] 

afternoon; still grounded.  Supposed to fly, 0200 to 0400 and 0800 to 1200, 

tomorrow.  Alarm clock malfunction, second time.  Visited Kay in the evening.  She is 

getting to feel better.  She, her mother and I played cards, pinochle.  Back to [the] post by 

11:00 PM.  Breakfast and bed.  Still sleeping in Enlisted Men's BOQ #908.44 

 

February 23, 1943 

 

Clear day, okay for flying, cooler [weather].
ß
  Gas mask [for] O2, every Tuesday.45  Ear 

treated in [the] AM; okay for me to fly.  Received two [immunization] shots,ß typhus in 
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 One of the main goals of the continental commands was to transform the individuals they obtained from 

the specialty schools into, "a closely knit, well organized team of highly trained specialists."  The members 

of the ten-man B-17 crews, ideally, would have compatible personalities and firm faith in their crewmates' 

abilities.  Each man realized that the failure of one crewmember to discharge his duty could result in the 

deaths of all.  Thus, peer pressure and friendship went hand-in-hand to ensure a crew's success.  (C&C, vol. 

6: 605-606; Cameron: 479-480; 487-488; Wells: 43; 93) 
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 Again, this is a confusion of terms.  Mr. Piech uses bachelor officers' quarters interchangeably with 

enlisted men's quarters in this sentence. 
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 High altitude training was stressed among heavy bomber units to prepare them for the debilitating effects 

of atmospheric pressure and oxygen use.  (Cameron: 470) 



right arm and cholera in left arm.  Wow, what a sore left arm!! all afternoon and into the 

night.  New schedule; only combat crews go to school.  Thus, nothing for me to do for 

awhile; still minus a first pilot.  Pete Parialo and I saw a movie in [the] afternoon, 

Tennessee Johnson, fairly good.  Bought eight tan cotton socks from [the] QM46 at 

fourteen cents a pair.  Officers' club after supper.  Wrote a long letter to Rudy and 

Harriet, who are in Washington, DC.   

 

February 24, 1943 

 

Up at 10:00 AM.  Warm and clear day.  Did nothing in [the] line of scheduled work all 

day.  Letter from Sgt. Adolph Kuchta.  He is still in Massachusetts.  Sore left arm, all 

day.  Ear treated in [the] AM.  Read Esquire magazine for an hour.  Took life easy, lying 

on [the] bed and listening to [the] radio.  Lt. John Taylor Tynan [got] married to a 

hometown girl, (Boston).  Attended his reception, held at the Valencia Club.  Had drinks 

and supper, a tough steak.  Back to [the] post by 10:45 PM.  Bought a pint of Four Roses, 

to be checked in [the] officers' club.  Slept very cozy and well.  Only about four fellows 

left in BOQ #908. 

 

February 25, 1943 

 

Up at 9:30 AM.  Breakfast.  Hospital for ear treatment.  Did nothing all day in [the] line 

of work.  Straightened out my belongings and finally moved to BOQ #709.  My 

navigator, William T.  Holloway, and I have a room to ourselves, small, but, better than 

the GI barracks.  Ear treatment at 5:00 PM.  Supper with "Doc" Turner.  Officers' club, 

writing letters; letter to home and to Gin.
‡
  Breakfast.  Shower and bed by 1:30 

AM.  Cool night; stars, as usual.   

 

February 26, 1943 

 

Up at 10:30 AM.  No mail in [the] AM; letter from Irene in [the] afternoon.  Nothing 

scheduled for today.  Donned the role of a carpenter and constructed a hanger-shelf in our 

room.  Ear checked in dispensary; is okay.  Few drinks in [the] O's47 club with Bill 

Holloway, [my] navigator, before supper.  Officers' club for the evening to write 

letters.  Clear and warm, all day.  Wrote a long letter to Barbara.
‡
  Stayed in [the] officers' 

club ‘til after 12:00, midnight.  Bed.   

 

February 27, 1943 

 

Up at 8:00 AM.  Dressed for inspection.  Nothing scheduled for me today.  Turned 

carpenter in [the] afternoon; made a swell writing table against the wall, beneath the 

window.  Rested a little and read a little.  Date with Kay, saw Arabian Nights.  Kay had 
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 "Quartermaster (Army supply)." 
ß
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 Officers'. 

 



to be a Minute Maiden at some Army show; sells war stamps.  Back to [the] post by 

11:30 PM.  Breakfast before bed, 12:30 AM. 

 

February 28, 1943 

 

Doug Harris 

 

Up at 12:00, noon.  Dinner.  Ear, okay; am cleared for future flying.  Studied mapping 

and photography and airplanes for [the] "Combat Intelligence" exam tomorrow.  Got a 

full crew now, #17.48  My first pilot finally came, 2nd Lt. Douglas Harris; hails from 

Delaware; got his four-engine time at Sea Bring, Florida.xii  Date with Kay after 

supper.  Her mother, father, she and I [went for] a ride to the country to visit relatives, 

eighteen miles out, a swell time.  Back to [the] post by 11:00 PM.  Officers' club, danced 

the polka, exhibition.  Breakfast and bed by 1:30 AM.   

 

 

 

March 1, 1943 

 

Today is the birthday of: Brother Rudy, twenty-nine years old, [born in]ß 1914.  Yes, I 

forgot to send him a happy birthday card; will do it tomorrow.   

Up at 9:45 AM.  Took [the] "Combat Intelligence" exam at 10:00 AM, a pretty tough 

exam.  Bill and I had dinner; went to town to cash our checks.  Paid $2.50 for six 

additional small pictures of myself [at] Fox Studio.  We searched the stores for a small 

radio;
Þ
 no luck.  Went to see a show, Revelry With Beverly, not so good.  Back to [the] 

post by 5:00 PM.  Start "OTU" tomorrow and flying tonight.  Fireworks start tonight for 

us, Combat Crew #17.  Bill and I met our first pilot this morning; looks like a good chap.   

 

March 2, 1943 

 

No ship available for us from 1000 AM to 0400 PM;ß did not fly.  Sleep for three 

hours.  Class from 6:00 AM to 7:00 AM.  Up at 0500.  "Aircraft Identification."  Sleep, 

from 0730 to 1200.  Four hours [of] class from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM, "Navigation" and 

"Combat Intelligence."  Sleep from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM; could not fall asleep.  Officers' 

club ‘til midnight.  Wrote Lt. and Mrs. C.M. Stata a long letter.  Left for bomb trainers 

[at] 2400 [hours].
ß
  Paid [the] mess bill for February, ($35.00). 

 

March 3, 1943 

 

On bomb trainers from 2400 to 0300 [hours].
ß
  Back to bed ‘til 

0800.  Breakfast.  "Aircraft Identification" class from 0900 to 1100.  "Combat 

Intelligence" class, 1000 to 1100.  Dinner.  "Navigation" class from 1300 to 1600.  Hot 

shower and shave.  Went to town for ROTC49 shoes, half soles, ($1.50).  Paid officers' 
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 Combat Crew #17. 
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 Reserve Officer's Training Corps. 



club dues, ($3.25).  Bowled three games with [the] 43rd
 
team.  Beat [the] 411th [in] two 

games.  Lost [the] match by one pin, total.  I bowled 144, 159, 132, terrible.  Got three 

shots today, yellow fever, typhus and cholera; ouch, [is] my right arm sore!  Back to [the] 

post by 2400.  Bed.   Cadet blouse altered, braids sewn on and belt and buckle attached; 

bill: $2.75. 

 

March 4, 1943 

 

Supposed to fly at midnight; no ship.  Slept from 0300 to 0530.  Class, one hour, 6:00 

AM to 7:00 AM.  Breakfast.  Sleep for two hours.  "OTU" class is four hours; one hour, 

"Combat Intelligence," and three hours of "Navigation."  Rested after supper and until 

midnight.  Arms still sore and [had] a slight headache all day. 

 

March 5, 1943 

 

Flew from 0100 to 0400, a one hour del. flight, first time up with a full crew.  School, 

four hours.  "Aircraft [Identification]" class, one hour.  Not much sleep, about three hours 

at night; very busy.  Couldn't remember the events on this day; did not write in diary for 

four days.  Busy, busy and still busy!  Letter from Milly.   

 

March 6, 1943 

 

Flying from 12:00, midnight, ‘til 0400.  Supposed to drop five bombs from 5000 feet; no 

[bomb] sight for the ship, did not do any bombing.  Flew [for] two hours [and] twenty-

five minutes.  Took some radio fixes50 with Bill.  Bomb trainer from 0400 to 

0800.  Taught my pilot how to operate the sight.  Scheduled for a gunnery mission from 

0800 to 1200; no ship.  "OTU" school from 1400 to 1700.  Slept from 1730 to 2000.  Bill 

and I then ate supper.  [The] officers' club had a formal dance; a bunch of junior 

hostesses came.  Stuck with a Betty,
‡
 a good dancer.  Kay came with her mother, dad and 

Maj. Gianetti; met him, also.  Bed by 0115, Sunday AM.   

 

March 7, 1943 

 

Up at 10:30 AM.  Dinner at 11:00 AM.  Scheduled to fly, a gunnery mission, 1200 to 

1600, but, did not go up; cloudy and rainy weather, all ships grounded.  Spent the three-

and-a-half hours in a B-17E, doing ground work, such as teaching other crew members 

something about my work in the nose and vice versa.51  The four of us got together in 

Bill's and my room for a talk and bull session ‘til 5:30 PM.  Supper with my pilot, Doug 

Harris.  Received three letters from
Þ
 Frank, Gin

‡
 and Art Schendelman.  Scheduled to 

drop ten bombs, 2000 to 2400, from 5000 feet altitude; no flying, rain.  Had to stand by 
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 The use of radio navigational aids to determine the plane's position.  (USAFD: 420) 

 
51

 Bomber crewmembers were encouraged to learn about each other's positions so that they could take over 

in an emergency.  The enforcement of this policy varied from crew to crew, depending upon the pilot's 

attitude and the crewmembers' willingness to do so.  (C&C, vol. 6: 605) 

 



anyway.  Went to the bomb vault and read the book on the bombsight ‘til 2345 

[hours].
ß
  Bed by 12:30 AM. 

 

March 8, 1943 

 

Raining, all day.  Up at 0615.  Breakfast.  Saw Maj. Gen. Johnson, [the] Second Air 

Force head, in [the] officers' mess.52  Excused from bombardiers' class.  Went
†
 to read 

[the] bombsight book in the vault ‘til 11:00 AM.  Letter from Bussy Luker.  Scheduled to 

fly from 1600 to 1900 [hours and] drop ten bombs.  No sight for [the] ship; also, [the] 

ship [is] not in commission.53  Studied the inside of [the] plane on [the] ground with [the] 

rest of my crew.  A friend
‡
 got me a blind date; he and I, double date; went slumming 

through Boise, a fairly good time.  [My] date was Francis,
‡
 [who] had a 1942 Nash,

†
 and 

she is quite a lady adventurist; has a hobby to travel all over [the] US; went to school in 

Terrytown, New Jersey, for half a year in 1941.  Home by 1:30 AM. 

 

March 9, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  "Signal Communications" class, one hour.  "Meteorology," two 

hours.  Scheduled for dry runs, 1200 to 1500; no ship available.  Scheduled for dry runs, 

2000 to 2300; no sight for [the] assigned ship, dammit, anyway!!  Flying time: 2:30 

hours.  Did pilotage54 all night while Bill Holloway took a few celestial fixes.55  Breakfast 

before bed. 

 

March 10, 1943 

 

Up at 10:00 AM.  Excused from bombardiers' [class].  Three hour lecture in "OTU" class 

this AM.  Dinner and breakfast, 1100.  Bomb trainers, 1300 to 1600, with Harris, pilot, 

and Crum, co-pilot.  Flying time: three hours, 1600 to 1900.  Supposed to drop twenty 

bombs from 7000 feet; no sight available for the assigned ship.  Did a few practice stalls56 

and feathered [the] engine.57  I flew [the] plane for fifteen minutes.  Supper [at] 2000 

[hours].
ß
  Went to town.  Met Pete Parialo's wife.  She is a beauty, a Polish girl from 
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 Maj. Gen. Davenport Johnson (1890-1963) was commanding general of the Second Air Force in 

1943.  (BDGFO: 407-408) 

 
53

 In service or usable.  (USAFD: 130) 

 
54

 Using a map or other reference document to navigate by visual reference to landmarks on the 

ground.  (USAFD: 387)   

 
55

 The determination of a position by examining the heavenly bodies.  (USAFD: 106) 
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 Deliberately tilting the airplane at such an angle (or reducing its air speed sufficiently enough) to halt the 

flow of air over the aircraft's air foils.  A pilot can recover from such a stall by dipping the nose of the 

aircraft to resume the flow of air over the airfoil.  (USAFD: 487) 
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 Altering the angle of the blades on an engine so that the blade cords are nearly parallel to the line of 

flight.  This is done to prevent the propeller from ripping itself off.  (USAFD: 199) 

 



Pennsylvania.  Three of us saw a movie, Dr. Renault's Secret and The Undying 

Monster.  Back to [the] post by 2400 and bed. 

 

March 11, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Alarm clock malfunction; missed first class.  Pete signed me in.  Two hours 

of "Meteorology."  Scheduled to fly, 1230 to 1530; no plane.  Planes were on a cross-

country58 to Wendover Field, Utah.  Was to have been a bombing mission, twenty bombs 

from 23,000 [feet].  Instead, Crew #17 went to [the] bomb training building to study the 

bomb racks.  Haircut and shampoo, ($1.35).  Supper, 1630.  Rested for an 

hour.  Scheduled to fly, 5000 feet, ten bombs; radio malfunction, did not go up.  God 

dammit, the tough luck.  Breakfast at 2300.  Wrote a letter to home before going to bed.   

 

March 12, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  Three hours of "Bombing" class.  Combat physical exam in [the] afternoon; 

disqualified on account of a little drainage in my right ear.  Dammit!  What 

luck!!  Grounded indefinitely!!  Shots, all completed.  Went to town to get my shoes, 

($1.50), half soled.  Bought one quart [of] muscatel and a pint [of] Four Roses for myself; 

one pint [of] Grand Dad, 100% proof, for Bill Holloway, my navigator.  Supper in [the] 

O's59 mess.  Back to town with Bill and Doug, Boise Club.  Through a chain of 

acquaintances, I met Jerry (Geraldine);
‡
 date for Saturday night.  Back to [the] post by 

0100.   

 

March 13, 1943 

 

Letter from Pvt. Larry Casey and Gin.
‡
  Up at noon.  No more inspections and parades for 

the rest of March; no time.  Felt good, physically [and] mentally.  Played five games of 

Ping-Pong with my pilot, Doug Harris; I won, three games to two.  Read a book in [the] 

officers' club.  Supper.  Dressed for [my] date, (8:00 PM), with a cortain, cute, 106-

pounder, blue eyes, five foot-three tall, brown hair.  Lives with three other girls in an 

apartment [in]
‡
 Boise, Idaho.  Danced and had a few drinks in [the] Boise Club, swell 

time.  She hails from Chicago, Illinois; in Boise [for] seven years.  Rained all day today; 

not much flying.  Back to [the] post by 0200.   

 

March 14, 1943 

 

Letter from Chick Stata's wife yesterday.  Up at 2:45 PM.  Bite to eat in [the] PX.  Got 

stuck with [the] bomb vault OD's60 job, dammit.  Date with Jerry for 6:30 PM; kept 

it.  Two of us [were] on duty; the other took over while I left for my date.  Jerry and I saw 
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 An overland flight from one point to another with several landings at different fields in-between, often 

involving pilotage or other forms of navigation.  (USAFD: 149) 
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 Officers'. 
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 Officer of the Day. 

 



Meanest Man in the World, a Jack Benny picture, good.  Had a swell Basque dinner, also, 

dancing, walked home, a swell time together.  Left Boise [at] midnight.  Back to my job 

by 0100.  Slept a little throughout the night; felt good.  Ear treated in [the] PM.   

 

March 15, 1943 

 

Today is the birthday of: Jerry,
‡
 twenty-three

†
 years old.   

Finished reading [the] book, Above Suspicion, by Helen McInnes, very "G."  Letter from 

Cousin Lorraine.  She has the small pox.  Still bomb vault OD ‘til 1600, (4:00 PM).  Did 

not get relief ‘til 1730.  Supper with Doug Harris.  Played nine games of Ping-Pong in 

[the] O's club; Doug won, five to four.  Had one mixed drink apiece.  Wrote Lorraine a 

two-page letter; sent three snapshots of me.  Took a needed shower before bed.  Wrote a 

four-page letter to home; also, mailed an envelope containing Frank's letter to Williams 

Field and etc.  Bed, 0130.  Cloudy all day; a little snow flurry around 4:00 PM.   

 

March 16, 1943 

 

Up at 11:00 AM.  Dinner.  Letter from Irene.  Lyle is in the Navy.  Harvey Winant got 

married and is a cadet at SAAAB, California.  What surprises!  "Navigation" classes, 

three hours in [the] afternoon.  Took my parachute over to be packed and [made] ready 

for use.  Ear treated.  Supper with Bill and Doug.  Three games of Ping-Pong with Doug; 

lost, two to three.  Doug Harris and I went to town to bowl with the 43rd
 
Squadron 

officers.  Bowled against the subdepot girls; won three, as expected.  Bowled three 

games, 169, 164, 159.  Straight for home; Douglas to fly at night.  Bill and I had 

breakfast before going to bed. 

 

March 17, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Cold day, clear.  Letter from Rudy.  Dinner with Bill.  Three hours [of] 

classes in [the] PM; one hour, "Signal Communications," and two hours of "Meteorology: 

Fogs."  Excused from three other lectures each day for the entire month of March; got 

passing grades last month, not required to repeat the courses.  Bill, Doug and I, 

supper.  Jack Crum, [our] co-pilot, goes home to his wife.  Doug and I bowled with the 

team; lost two games, but, won in total pins.  [I] was anchor man.  PP [scores]: 136, 191, 

132.  That 191 game was an all spare game and [the] fourth frame
†
 was a strike.  Won a 

prize, five free
†
 games, all ten frames.  I hit nine pins down [on] each first throw, once in 

a lifetime.  Wrote a letter to Rudy and Harriet.  Bed at 0030 hours.
ß
   

 

March 18, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Wrote in diary.  Cold and clear day.  Dinner.  No mail today.  Three hours 

[of] class, "Bombing."  Took AFCES test.  Ear treated; nothing encouraging as to its 

progress.  Rested and [had] talks with Bill and Doug.  Supper with Doug.  Played Ping-

Pong with Doug; he won five games to my two.  Wrote letters ‘til 2400.  Letter to Gin,
‡ 

Arizona, Sgt. Adolph Kuchta, Massachusetts, and A/C Art J. Schwendeman in 

Alabama.  Bed by 0030.  Cloudy and cold night. 



 

March 19, 1943 

 

Wrote a letter to Larry Casey, a rather long one, telling him some of my 

adventures.  Took an AFCES exam in the afternoon, a three hour class.  Went to town to 

have alarm clock fixed; the alarm spring itself is out of commission.  Ordered corsage for 

Jerry, ($2 for two Gardenias), to be used for the formal dance tomorrow.  Back to the post 

by 1830.  Supper.  Date with Jerry, 2030.  Saw a movie, Immortal Sergeant, veryxiii 

good.  Cold night; full moon.  Back to [the] post by 0030.  Had breakfast before going to 

bed.   

 

March 20, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Dressed for inspection; did not attend.  No roll call.  Did not have to attend 

the three hour medical lecture in the afternoon.  Ear treated, looks much better; am still 

grounded.  Played Ping-Pong with Doug; lost, three games to his one.  Shower and 

shave.  Supper.  Dressed for the formal dance at the officers' club.  Called for Jerry at 

8:45 PM.  She was half an hour late, getting dressed; had a beautiful black gown and 

black fur wrap.  Swell time at the dance.  Tired from dancing.  Left dance when it was 

over, 0100.  Good orchestra.  [Got] a ride back to town with my buddy
‡
 and his 

date.  Bed by 0330.  Cold night; full moon.   

 

March 21, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Bill,
‡
 an 82nd Bomb Squadron classmate at Williams Field, and I invited 

[the] girls [out] for dinner.  Bill's blind date was Shirley,
‡
 a friend of Jerry's.  Jerry was 

with me.  Jerry and I saw a movie on the post, It Ain't Hay, funny, Lou Abbott and 

Costello.  Bill had to fly ‘til 2000.  Supper with [the] girls in the officers' mess.  Went to 

town; Boise Club and Sawtooth.  We four did a little slumming.  Bill's last night at 

Gowen Field; we celebrated his farewell.  Jerry and I took a long walk before saying 

good night.  Taxi back to [the] post.  Bed by 0200.  Letter from Frank; establishing a joint 

account, he and I, in the SR61 National Bank, [in New Jersey].
ß
  Windy day; full moon at 

night.   

 

March 22, 1943 

 

Up at 11:00 AM.  Dinner.  Gin's
‡
 picture came.  Parachute packed and ready for use.  Ear 

treated, okay.  Today, the ear drum looks all healed; did my heart good to hear the Doc 

say this.  1st Lt. Doug Herty was treating my ear, a good boy.  Saw the Suzy Q on the 

ramp in front of our operations building.  Three hours of "Navigation;" had "Radio 

Navigation" today.  Supper with Doug and Pete Parialo.  Played Ping-Pong with Doug; I 

won, seven to two.  Doug couldn't understand his defeat.  Stayed home today.  Beautiful 

and warm day.  Wrote a letter to Frank; signing a joint account with him.   
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 South River. 

 



March 23, 1943 

 

Up at 0600.  Shave and breakfast.  Three hour class, "Engineering," all about airplane 

instruments in [the] panel cockpit; learned quite a bit.  Did nothing all afternoon.  Ear 

treated, healed okay; have to stay on [the] ground, look ‘til [the] ear drum 

strengthens.  Very low morale because I am not flying; feel very depressed.  Saw my 

crew take off without me.  If I were ten years younger, I probably would cry.  Flying sure 

does get under one's skin.  Took flying equipment to [the] parachute building and had my 

name sewn on all [of] the articles of clothing.  Supper.  Bowled three games, 174, 156, 

145, with the 43rd Officers.  We lost three games straight.  Home, shower and to bed by 

2400.  Beautiful moon tonight.   

 

March 24, 1943 

 

Up at 6:45 AM.  Missed breakfast.  Had to make a four hour "Navigation" class, the last 

session for this month.  Class over at 10:15 AM.  Ate breakfast.  Ear treated in [the] 

PM.  Not in a mood to do nothing or anything; just loafed, lying on [the] bed and 

[walking]xiv around, droopy looking because I'm grounded.  Swell letter from 

Irene.  Spent all afternoon writing a long letter to Chick Stata and his wife at Hondo, 

Texas.  OC62 in [the] evening.  Shower and shave.   

 

March 25, 1943 

 

Up at 0800.  No classes.  Spent time in [the] hospital dispensary, having ear treated, AM 

and PM.  Watched my crew take off and land; felt still and more so depressed.  Did 

nothing all day!   

 

March 26, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Did not attend any classes.  Had ear treated twice today.  Had been 

threatened that I would not leave with my crew if I could not fly and drop twenty bombs 

within four days.  Qualified for flying; ear is okay!  Scheduled to fly from 1600 to 2000; 

no ship available for us, dammit.  Went to town for the evening.  Took a walk up to the 

mountains bordering the city of Boise; felt good to be alone and walking in 

solitude.  Back to [the] post by 2230.  Slept for one hour before [the] midnight flight 

schedule.   

 

March 27, 1943 

 

Supposed to fly from 0000 to 0400; no ship, no gas!  Stood by ‘til 0200.  Slept ‘til 

0700.  Breakfast with Doug, Bill and Jack.  Flying from 0845 to 1245, a gunnery 

mission.  What fun!  Flying about 200 feet above ground.  Flew over [the] Oregon Range, 

about 150 miles from Gowen Field.  I fired .50 caliber [guns] from all positions, except 

ball and upper turret.  Saw wild horses on a range.  Ping-Pong with Doug after 
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 Officers' club. 

 



dinner.  Scheduled for flying again from 1600 to 2000; rain storm and, also, no 

gas.  Stood by ‘til 1800.  Shower and shave.  OC, reading a magazine.  Slept two hours 

before midnight flight.   

 

March 28, 1943 

 

Flying, 0015 to 0415.  Could not drop bombs; radio trouble.  Radio fixed.  We flew all 

around the valley, listening to "Jive" over the compass radio range.63  Slept [for] two 

hours.  Flying again from 0800 to 1200.  Dropped ten bombs from 7000 feet above sea 

level;xv first
 
bombs dropped with my pilot, did fairly okay.  Slept [for] one hour.  Back to 

[the] flight line; no ship, no gas.  God dammit, were we mad!!!!  Officers' club after 

supper; had an informal dance for the Colonel of the post.  Had one drink with the 

Wallins.  Left [the] dance at 10:00 PM.  Slept for an hour before getting up to go and fly 

again.  Wow!  What a workout, four hours on and four hours off!!   

 

March 29, 1943 

 

Flying, 1030 to 0430.  Dropped three bombs from 10,000 feet above sea level.  Could not 

drop any more because our time over the target range was up.  Had to wait for a plane; 

took off late.  Slept [for] two hours.  Up again at 7:45 PM.  Flying, 0830 to 

1230.  Dropped ten good bombs from 7000 feet above sea level.  Pilot and co-pilot [are] 

learning how to follow PDI, very good.64  Good news, will leave tomorrow.  Started to 

collect signatures on my clearance papers.  Had a violent dust storm before 6:00 

PM.  Few drinks with Doug and Bill at [the] OC and in [the] Congress Club.  Played 

Ping-Pong; beat Doug, two to one.  Saw a movie in Boise, Random Harvest, very good, 

and I am very, very tired.  Back to [the] post before 2400.   

 

March 30, 1943 

 

Up at 9:15 AM.  Walked all day around [the] post, getting signatures for my station 

clearance certificate.  Bought six pairs of cotton, tan socks.  Issued a bombardier's kit and 

field equipment; helmet, mess kits, tent and etc.  Doug and I went to Boise, bought ten 

red hats for our crew, baseball type.  Had supper in town, ($1.75), steak dinner.  Visited 

Nampa, twenty miles west of Boise.  What a dead town.  Met all of our enlisted crew 

members at Nampa; all feeling happy and drunk.  They sure did let us know, verbally and 

by actions, how much they liked their three officers.  Co-pilot "Jack" Marion H. Crum, 

from California, will not be going with us.  Took a bus to Nampa at 8:30 PM and the 

train back.  Earliest train was at 2:00 AM.  Back to Gowen Field by 0300.  Kidded Bill by 

awakening him.   
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 Radio compass: A radio receiver and directional antenna array within the aircraft that determines the 

plane's heading with respect to a radio transmitter.  (USAFD: 419)  Radio range: the area covered by the 

radio waves emitted by a transmission station or beacon.  (USAFD: 421) 
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 The pilot-bombardier relationship received special attention during OTU-RTU training.  Pilots were 

discouraged from "seat of the pants flying" and indoctrinated in the use of AFCE systems, such as the C-1 

autopilot and PDI, to aid the bombardier in completing accurate bomb runs.  (Cameron: 471-472; 495) 

 



 

March 31, 1943 

 

Up at 0800.  Completed my clearances.  Packed to leave.  Baggage had to be before [the] 

orderly room by 1300.  Wrote out a check for $50 to pay for [the] BO65 

mess.  Government check for $240.10.  Bought another pipe at [the] last minute.  The last 

one broke in two.  Showered and shaved before being packed in a cattle truck, Army 

fashion, and driven to the RR station.  Train [is] not to come ‘til 6:30 PM.  Our whole 

crew, nine of us, (Jack stayed behind), went to Boise for the last time.  The three officers, 

us, treated our "enlisted men" to a big supper; bill was $14.75.  Had a swell time walking 

the streets together.  The enlisted men, in turn, treated us to a round of drinks at the 

Sawtooth Club.  Train did not come ‘til 7:30 PM.  Left Boise at 8:00 PM.  Had to keep 

shades down all night.  Had very filthy and old coaches, Union Pacific style, 

dammit.  Slept very little.   

 

April 1, 1943 

 

Walla Walla AAB, 399th Squadron, 88th Bomb Group,66 Washington67 

 

Today is the birthday of: Claire Stata, not sure [of] the date.
†
   

Train passed through Nampa, Caldwell, Fiat, Pendleton, Wallowa, Cutaway
†
 and into 

Walla Walla, some 250 miles; took us ten hours, just like a cattle train.  Had no 

breakfast.  Rainy weather.  At Walla Walla AAB by 11:00 AM.  Three hours difference 

from home.  Assigned to [the] 399th Bomb Squadron, 88th Group, Col. Reed's 

Provisional Group.  News of one B-17 from Walla Walla crashing into [the] Montana 

mountains.  [I] think one of my classmates was on board; hope to God they all bailed 

out.  No bodies found.  Sheldon B. Smith would be the first loss from 43-1.  Got passes 

‘til 0700.  Fred, Doug, Bill and I went to town; met our crew there, also.  Town, Walla 

Walla, is very PP; nothing to do for entertainment.  The women are very ugly 

looking!!  No liquor allowed, only beer sold.  Gathered in the Shangri-La Room, below 

the Marcus Whitney Hotel; drank beer and shot the bull with [the] other crewmen.  Walla 

Walla, population, 20,000; only a few cabs.  [Would] rather stay on [the] post.  Bed by 

0100.  Combat crews [are] only allowed one twenty-four hour pass per week, [which] is 

all [the] time off [we get].   
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 Base Officers'. 

 
66

 The 88th Bomb Group served as an RTU unit with the Second Air Force at Walla Walla, Washington, 

from November 28, 1942, to November of 1943.  Lt. Col. Hewitt T. Wheless commanded the 88th Bomb 

Group from March to October of 1943.  (AFCU: 154)  

 
67

 Phase two of OTU-RTU training focused on improving crew cohesion through operations dependant 

upon teamwork.  Crews were expected to complete thirteen to fifteen high-altitude, formation bombing 

missions.  Pilots were expected to fly on instruments during these flights.  Several of these missions also 

involved air-to-air gunnery.  Day and night missions were scheduled, as well as missions during a variety 

of weather conditions, to prepare the crews for the variable situations they may face in combat.  (C&C, vol. 

6: 606; Cameron: 495) 

 



April 2, 1943 

 

Bill and I have a room together, BOQ #706, Room #30; Doug sleeps across the hall; 

double bunks, small room.  Slept well last night.  Up at 0645.  No time for 

breakfast.  Flight line is about a mile away from [the] BOQ.  Eight hours of classes; two 

hours [of] "Blinker Code;" two hours of "Armament;" 1300 to 1700, medical lectures and 

boring lectures.  Rainy weather at supper time.  Walla Walla AAB, a very large field, but, 

Gowen is very much better.  Mess hall is not as good as Gowen's.  Officers' club is very 

nice; has a huge fireplace.  Wrote in diary and a letter to home after supper.  Sent a 

telegram to home from town last night at 10:30 PM.  Wrote a four-page letter to 

home.  Met our co-pilot, a damn swell fellow, six foot-two, good looking, a Virginia 

cattle farmer, bashful, can't dance, a VPI man, drinks liquor straight, just graduated, not 

married and fits in with our crew perfect.  [His] name is Fred M. Werth.   

 

April 3, 1943 

 

Up [at] 0630.  Breakfast.  Eight hours of classes.  Went out to the base ground
Þ
 gunnery 

range, a beautiful spot about three to four miles east of the Army air base,xvi a former 

CCC68 camp; a high hill on one side and a fast running stream on the other.  Gosh, did we 

get lonesome for the woods life; beautiful pine tress all around.  Spent two hours learning 

taking a .50 caliber machine gun apart.  Shot twenty-five rounds of skeet; first time I ever 

shot.  Doug hit twenty out of twenty-five; Fred 11/25; me, disgusting as all hell, 

3/25.  Bill, well, he just wouldn't make any sensible, satisfactory excuses.  After supper, 

[the] four of us went to the club.  Fred and I teamed up on one slot machine and Bill and 

Doug on another.  In half an hour, we hit the jackpot, ($5).  Bill and Doug spent three 

hours trying to hit, lost $4, no luck.  Had a dance at [the] club; no stag girls for us.  Bed, 

2400.  [About] that lost plane, Sheldon Smith was not on board.   

 

April 4, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  Breakfast.  Mess hall service is very, very PP; terribly slow and confused 

service.  Eight hours of classes.  Bombardier's meeting, received old bombing 

tables.  Also, checked with [the] dispensary; had to take a tetanus booster; not so bad, 

didn't suffer.  Had a steak supper; paid $1.05 extra for [the] meal, ($1.05 + $.35 = 

$1.40).  Four of us had a bull session in [the] club.  Finished my half pint of Four 

Roses.  Wrote letters, also.  Swell time together.  Wrote a letter to Amelia; over three 

months [since the] last.  Bed by 2400.   

 

April 5, 1943 

 

Up at 0615.  Sent out laundry.  Eight hours of classes.  After checking for mail, (none), at 

5:00 PM, I turned around and there was Jimmy Dorler, a high school classmate.  Gosh, 
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 Civilian Conservation Corps, a New Deal program designed to organize the unemployed into work 

details for improving the national outdoors; often viewed as a primer for the indoctrination of millions of 

Americans into the military during World War II.   

 



diary, were we surprised and overjoyed to see each other.  He is a corporal, a clerk, in the 

group operations building.  He keeps a record of all bombing, CE and gunnery 

missions.  Had a chummy conversation with Jim for half an hour.  Supper with my 

boys.  Doug, Bill and Fred teamed up on the slot machine again.  What crazy luck; Fred 

and I hit the $5 jackpot three times.  One hit twice within five minutes.  Made about $8 

apiece.   

 

April 6, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  Breakfast.  Eight hours [of] ground school.  Walla Walla Chamber of 

Commerce arranged a dance for the Walla Walla AB69 officers and the lieutenant nurses 

from McCaw Hospital; dance held at the Marcus Whitney; had a swell time.  Four of us 

went together.  Bought one pint [of] whisky apiece; drank only one quart.  Fred's "Golden 

Wedding."  Supper at the hotel, [the] four of us.  Home by 0230.  Not much sleep.   

 

April 7, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  Eight hours of ground school.  Went through [the] gas chamber, tear 

gas.  Very hot day.  Still no mail.  Officers' club in evening.  Fred and I hit [the] jackpot 

on [the] slot machines; broke even.  Bed by 2330.  Doug and Bill and Fred had stomach 

trouble, [the] result of last night's drinking.  I felt very good, except just sleepy.   

 

April 8, 1943 

 

Rain, all day; sloppy weather.  Eight hours [of] classes.  Supposed to go out to the 

gunnery range; did not go, too wet.  Saw training films instead on .50 caliber guns, 

chemical warfare gases and incendiary bombs.  No mail.  Classes in [the] theatre in [the] 

PM.  Up at 0630.  Breakfast.  Doug, sinus trouble; grounded for two weeks.  Two 

classmates leaving for Salina, Kansas, an Air Force port of embarkation, Evenson and Joe 

Jerome.  Orders changed; they did not leave.  Date with Lt. Wanda,
‡
 a nurse at McCaw 

Hospital, five miles from Walla Walla AB, a good kid.   

 

April 9, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  A few hours of classes.  Loafed around at operations, waiting for 

orders.  Squadron schedule all messed up on account of Baker's group leaving for 

Kansas.  Officers' club in [the] evening.  Letter to Gin.
‡
  No mail yet.  Bed, 2400.   

 

April 10, 1943 

 

Up [at] 0630.  Breakfast.  Operations by 0800.  Waited for any orders in 

operations.  Took care of pay voucher; extracts for personnel orders.  Changed a sweater 

[and] an oxygen mask.  Formal dance at [the] club in [the] evening.  Date was Wanda 
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 Air base. 

 



"Chick."
‡
  [Had] a swell time at [the] dance.  Spent more money for taxi to and fro from 

bases.  Bed by 0230.   

 

April 11, 1943 

 

Up at 0700.  Breakfast.  Down to operations by 0800.  Had one hour of flash airplane 

identification.  Wasted more time in operations [waiting] for some undecided 

orders.  Dinner.  More wasting time at operations.  Doug, Fred and I spent one hour in a 

B-17 on the ramp, orientation.  Col. Reed, our group CO, presented us with a talk.  Back 

to [the] BOQ to rest.  Back to operations for more time wasting.  Schedule changed, 

again.  Supper at 1930.  Played poker with [the] boys in [the] BOQ; lost $11.  Bed, early, 

[at] 2230;ß slept well.  No mail yet, dammit. 

 

April 12, 1943 

 

Up at 0700.  Breakfast.  Hammered nails all over [the] walls to hang up clothes and 

etc.  Room looks 100% neater now.  Bill and I took some sun shots.  He has to check his 

sextant, took fifty shots.  At operations by 1230.  No school.  Rested in [the] BOQ for 

[my] evening flight.  Ready for flying by 1745.  Radio trouble, did not take off on a S-270 

mission.  Took off at 2000, bombing range.  New pilot, 2nd Lt. L.L. Bolon, a very much 

inexperienced boy; can't follow PDI.  Had a malfunction of [the] sight, also.  Ten bombs 

from 8000 feet.  Letter from Irene.  Dear Diary, we escaped disastrous collisions three 

times; one, head on; [the] second, at right angles; both over [the] target; [the] third, just 

missed a tail on [the] traffic pattern.  Boy, were we lucky tonight!  Also, nearly landed off 

[the] runway on account of a crosswind.71  Flew five hours, ‘til 0100.  Three eggs before 

bed, 0230.   

 

April 13, 1943 

 

Allotment 

 

Up at 0900.  Made [the] allotment for my pay voucher, ($171), to SR National 

Bank.  Letter from Rudy and, also, Harriet, announcing a little one sometime in August 

of '43.  I'm to be an uncle!  Ground
Þ
 gunnery range all afternoon; fired fifty rounds of .45 

caliber from an automatic pistol; also, fifty rounds of .30 caliber from a .30 flexible 

gun.  Pistol score: sixty-five out of one hundred.  Also, shot fifty rounds of .50s from 

[the] upper turret.  Just enough time to eat supper and [get] back to [the] operations 

building.  Take off at 1900.  Flew ‘til 2450, five hours [and] fifty minutes.  Dropped ten 

bombs from 10,000 feet, very poor score; pilot trouble.  Also, flew half an hour of two 

plane formation.  Ate breakfast before bed, 0230.  Tired.  Very hot day; clear sky and a 

half moon, same as Monday.   
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 Intelligence section; possibly refers to a reconnaissance mission in this context. 

 
71

 A wind flow that causes an aircraft to drift or slip horizontally.  (USAFD: 149) 

 



April 14, 1943 

 

Up at 1030.  Shower and shave.  Doug [was] put in [the] hospital.  Looks as though I will 

lose my pilot, dammit; [the] worst thing that could happen to me now.  Letters from 

Lorraine, Larry and a card [from] Chick Stata.ßÞ Bomb trainers from 1400 to 

1600.  Supper at 5:00 PM with Bill and Fred.  Down to operations by 1745.  Briefed by 

[the] S-2 and a doctor.  Flying from 1900 to 0045.  S-2 mission was over a town, eighteen 

miles away, Dayton, five bombs from 10,000 [feet].  Gyro trouble.  CE: 400 

feet.  Gunnery mission for half an hour; shot seventy rounds from [the] nose.  Bolon flew 

poorly, as usual.  Crew does not have confidence in him; neither do I.  Landed very 

heavy, as usual.  Bill, Fred and I, breakfast before bed, 0230.  Flying time: five-and-

three-quartersß hours.   

 

April 15, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Dinner.  Three of us visited Doug in [the] hospital.  He is getting better; was 

to stay there at least five days.  Very slim chance that he will be with us in the future; my 

greatest loss.  Low pressure chamber at 1330; went up to 28,000 feet, all okay.  Ears 

okay, after physical.  Supper at 5:00 PM, Bill, Fred and I.  Flying from 1900 to 

2430.  Flew a four plane formation for three-fourths of an hour.  Could not bomb from 

20,000 feet; not enough O2.  Could not bomb from 10,000 [feet] on account of a weak 

gyro.  Did one hour of dry runs.  Practiced on Bill's sextant.  Accomplished nothing 

tonight.  Flying time: five-and-a-half hours.  Breakfast before bed.  "Ole" Fred ate five 

eggs.  Bed, 0230.   
 

April 16, 1943 

 

Up at 1030.  Shave.  Wrote a card to Lorraine; also, a short letter to home.  Letter from 

Chick's wife, Claire; she also sent pictures of themselves.  Crew bought Doug a box of 

candy and cigarettes; talked with him for one-and-a-half hours.  Flying from 7:00 PM to 

0100; did not bomb or shoot guns.  Bombsight gyro, inefficient.  Flew a four-plane 

formation from point-to-point.  I did pilotage.  Had lighting trouble on [the] pilot's 

instrument panel.  Spent one hour on [the] ground between flights for repairs.  Dropped 

one bomb, a dud; lucky for me.  Breakfast before bed.  Day off begins as of 0100.  Flying 

time: four-and-a-half hours.   

 

April 17, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Dinner at 0100.  Letter from Amelia, a nice one.  Spent one-and-a-half 

[hours] in [the] hospital, keeping Doug company.  He's much better.  Shower and 

shave.  Went to town.  Met Bill and Fred, "George," (Bill's nickname is "Reverend" or 

"Deacon,") at the Marcus Whitman.  Bought one pint of Four Roses and one pint of Old 

Grand Dad; only allowed one quart per week.  Our day off, as of last night, 0100 to 0900 

[on] Sunday.  Date with Wanda "Chick."
‡
  Met a wacky Capt. John Alexander, Medical 

Corps; resembles Jack Oakie in many ways.  Four of us were together all night, a swell 

time.  Bed, 0230.  "Ole" Bill and Fred got drunk that night, so I have been informed.   

 



April 18, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Breakfast.  Operations, for any orders.  Saw Doug for one hour.  Wanted to 

write letters before dinner, but, the Captain and a few others insisted on sitting at my 

table to bull "s."xvii  Afternoon date with "Chick;"
‡
 went for a walk along the stream canal, 

a lovely afternoon.  Got a letter from Pete Yanowsky, from South America;ß also, from 

Frank and Gin.
‡
  Came back to [the] post just in time to be present at operations, 

1740.  Missed eating supper; ate three apples and a bar of chocolate.  Bomb racks 

malfunction; no bombs.  Flew as far up as Spokane, a formation flight.  Couldn't get [the] 

gunnery range; just flew around and around.  Relaxed in [the] tail of [the] ship; cold as 

hell there.  Cloudy weather; the whole flight ceiling72 was about 10,000 feet.  Little 

rain.  Breakfast before bed; had three soft-boiled eggs, very good.  Bed at 0245.  Flying 

time was five-and-a-half hours.ß 

 

April 19, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  [On] bomb trainersß in [the] afternoon.  Saw Doug in [the] hospital.  Flying, 

five-and-a-half hours, from 1900 to 2430, a S-2 mission to Ellensburg, Washington.  Saw 

Mt. Rainier, 14,407 feet high, [the] highest mountain in [the] US, [and] Mt. Adams, 

12,300 [feet], near by.  Cloudy weather.  Dropped two bombs; gyro trouble; CE: 

400.
Þ
  Breakfast before bed, 0200.   

 

April 20, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Operations by 1030.  Rain, all day; no flying.  Pilot and bombardier 

meeting.  Lecture by Lt. Col. Wheless, a very fine man.  Went to see Col. Reed, Bill, 

Fred and I; asked him to put Doug back on our crew.  S/Sgt. Harry A. Hall, [the] first 

engineer, taken off our crew; teeth trouble, will be grounded for one month, tough 

luck.  He is a good chap, thirty-three years old.  Spent a little time in [the] officers' 

club.  Bed by 11:00 PM.   

 

April 21, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Douglas L. Harris, our pilot, out from [the] hospital and back on our crew; 

good day for us.  Flying from 1200 to 1800.  Dropped ten bombs from 6000 feet in [the] 

roughest weather ever experienced in my whole life; CE: 350.  Doug and I [are] 

improving rapidly.  Four of us [are] eating together again; happy days.  Letter from Sis 

Milly and Marty Dux, in [the] AM.  While checking [the] weather in base operations, one 

B-17 crashed on take off; dropped fifty feet.  Pilot neglected to unlock [the] 

controls.  Bombardier, just bruised; navigator, broken arm; also, [the] radio operator [was 

injured].  Plane [was] damaged quite some, landed on [its] belly.   

 

April 22, 1943 
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 The lowest level of the overcast; the level of the overcast limits vertical visibility.  (USAFD: 105) 

 



Up at 0930.  Huge breakfast.  Flight line by 1045.  Letter from Gin.
‡
  Late taking off; had 

two tires changed.  No bombs dropped; cloudy weather.  Stayed close to [the] local 

area.  Ships called in on account of bad weather.  Made three stop landings.  "Chick" and 

I, a crewmate
‡
 and Virginia,

‡
 a dietitian nurse, another crewmate

‡
 and Kay,

‡
 family 

friends, also a nurse, supper at [the] officers' club; had a few mixed drinks and a bull 

session at [the] club.  Bed, 1200. 

 

April 23, 1943 

 

Up at 0930.  Heavy egg breakfast.  Operations at 1045.  Late takeoff; flat tire.  New plane 

assigned.  Flew [for] 5:40 hours.  Dropped five bombs from 11,000 [feet].  Dusty and 

cloudy; hard to see [the] target.  Shot guns, also.  Tired from flying.  Ball turret accident 

on [the] ramp, one of [the] 399th [Squadron's] ships.  God guided [the] bullets away from 

[the] other personnel and planes.  Date with Chick in [the] evening; saw a movie Mrs. 

Wigg's Cabbage Patch, a very poor and silly picture.  Cool evening.  Bed, 0230.  All 

officers from 26-B73 in town; in fact, all crew members [as well].  Day off started, 1900, 

tonight, ‘til 2400, Saturday night.   

 

April 24, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Slept with the boys in [the] Hotel Marcus Whitman.  Shopped around 

town.  Wired a $4 Easter lily to Mother; Doug, Bill and Fred did the same.  Rested all 

afternoon, doing nothing.  Boys [are] trying to make dates.  Date with Chick; [the] 

officers' club, at hers and mine, dancing and a few drinks, a swell evening.  Chick's sad 

story.   

 

April 25, 1943 

 

Up at 0800.  No breakfast, too crowded.  Inspector General and [his] boys came to this 

field to check on our training; have to dress up in class "A" uniforms74 for two 

days.  Ground gunnery all afternoon; shot skeet, two out of twenty-five, PP, and twenty-

five rounds of .50s from a flexible gun.  The four of us enjoyed a very pleasant evening 

talking to our S-2 officer, 2nd Lt. Van Languin, a Princeton man, a very good 

conversationalist and smart as a whip.  Bed by 2300.  Cold night; rainy weather, all day.   

 

April 26, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  Breakfast.  Operations by 0730.  Crews picked to fly to Salina, 

Kansas.  Dammit, Crew 26-B was not lucky enough to go.  Took pictures of [the] crew 

before a B-17.  Bomb trainer for two hours in [the] afternoon.  Wrote a long letter to Sgt. 

Pete Yanowsky.  He's in Southxviii America.  Bed, 2400.  My crewmates
‡
 had dates; went 

out on [the] sly.   
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 When transferring from Gowen to Walla Walla, Combat Crew #17 became Combat Crew #26-B. 

 
74

 An officer or AAF personnel's service uniform.  (USAFD: 118) 

 



 

April 27, 1943 

 

Up at 0700.  Breakfast.  Cloudy day, slight rain.  One crewmate
‡
 did not return from 

AWOL75 last night; will find himself in trouble when he returns.  Flew two hours.  Doug 

practiced instrument flying,76 only in [the] local area because of bad weather.  Afternoon 

off.  The crewmate
‡
 came back in [the] PM, feeling bad because he overslept and turned 

us down by not coming [back] on time.  Captain just chewed his rectum out; no 

punishment for him.
‡
  Wrote a letter to Rudy and Harriet.  Bull session in our room 

before bed at 2300.   

 

April 28, 1943 

 

Up at 0400.  Did not fly; rain; all planes grounded.  Slept on a table in operations while in 

[the] act of standing by.  Ground school in [the] PM.  Bull session all evening in our 

room.  Wrote a letter to [the] folks before bed.   

 

April 29, 1943 

 

Up at 0400.  Take off at 0600.  Formation flying, one hour; shot 400 rounds of .50 caliber 

ammunition and instrument practice for Doug.  Flew [for] five hours.  Letter from Sis 

Milly.  They got my Easter lily that same Saturday night.  Two hours, bomb trainers, 

from 1400 to 1600.  Supper and a movie date with Chick.  Saw Lucky Jordan, not 

bad.  Home, early, 2400.  del.   

 

April 30, 1943 

 

Today is the birthday of: Chick Stata.   

Up at 0400.  Take off at 0600.  Flying time: five hours.  No bombs dropped; electric 

system in [the] racks [is] SNAFU.77  One bomb dropped by accident, due to a 

malfunction.  Lucky [that] we were not over any homes.  Back to [the] field to have the 

trouble fixed; not done so; back up to fly [on] instruments.  Very sleepy up there 

today.  Bomb trainers, two hours in [the] PM.  Check cashed: $239.  Date with Chick all 

evening; supper and a dance at [the] Marcus.  Rain, all evening.  Day off, starting at 

1600.  Took off this AM with [the] #2 engine smoking.  Co-pilot landed [the] ship, first 

time, very good.   

 

May 1, 1943 
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 Absent WithOut Leave. 

 
76

 Instrument flying was accented for pilots to prepare them for flying at night or in adverse weather 

conditions.  (Cameron: 470-471; 500) 

 
77

 Situation Normal, All Fouled (or Fucked) Up. 

 



Marcus Whitman; slept gloriously and wonderfully ‘til 1500.  Bull session in Doug's 

room all PM.  Found a swell "dive" to get good steaks, in fact, luscious steaks, ($1.10), 

T-bone.  Four of us ate four steaks, [had] a few drinks and continued [our] bull session 

after supper.  Date with Chick later in [the] evening.  Home early in [the] AM.  Excited 

as hell about the coming cross-country flight, tomorrow morning.  Day off today.  Letter 

from Amelia.   

 

May 2, 194378 

 

Up at 0630.  Operations by 0730.  Briefing period for [the] two hour cross-country flight 

over [the] ocean.  Took off at 1000.  15,000 feet, with O2, to Portland, Oregon.  20,000 

[feet] from then on to Chehalis, Washington.
ß
  [At] 1200, met two P-38s79 as escorts over 

[the] ocean.  Flew 184 miles over [the] Pacific.  Saw two ships.  One plane turned back 

over [the] ocean.  At 1400, met P-40s80 and Spitfires81 over Canadian soil at 

Victoria.  Over Bremerton and Seattle, simulated attacks by Wildcats82 and, also, 

bombing.  Seattle, very beautiful; Canada, doubly so.  On to [the] Boardman Range to 

drop three bombs, train[ing] formation, on a [pseudo] Jap battleship.  Formation, sort of 

SNAFU; missed [the] ship.  Home by 1700.  Flew seven hours.  Tired as hell.  Ten plane 

formation at [the] start, ended with only six; [the] rest had a lack of O2.  Had a close call 

over Victoria; almost hit [our] tail.  Had a special order of four soft boiled eggs and bed, 

early, 2230.  Won a huge panda bear on a punch board for Chick.   

 

May 3, 1943 
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 This mission seems to be in-line with the kind of combat simulation reserved for phase three of OTU-

RTU training.  It could have been a part of phase two or an example of how the rush to deliver trained 

crews to the combat theaters affected the training schedule.; Based upon the experiences of the Eighth Air 

Force in 1942 and early-1943, which pointed towards the need for greater fighter-bomber cooperation, the 

Second and Fourth Air Forces began organizing joint training missions over the Pacific in early 

1943.  While these missions were, "at best largely make-believe," they did prepare the bomber crews for 

long-range, over-water flights with fighter escort while under attack, such as Lt. Piech's crew would 

experience over Germany.  He refers to these simulated combat missions as, "the closest we could get to 

flying combat."   (C&C, vol. 6: 609-610; Cameron: 458; Interview #1) 

 
79

 The Lockheed P-38 Lightning was a twin-engine, twin boom fighter with exceptional range 

capabilities.  The P-38 was widely used in the Pacific, where Lightnings shot down more Japanese planes 

than any other Allied fighter, North Africa and over Germany.  (Rand McNally: 230) 

 
80

 The Curtiss P-40 Warhawk was more important for its availability in quantity in the first years of 

America's involvement in the war than its operational abilities.  (Rand McNally: 226) 

 
81

 The Supermarine Spitfire was the backbone of the RAF Fighter Command throughout World War 

II.  (Rand McNally: 218-219) 

 
82

 The Grumman F4F-4 Wildcat was a carrier-based fighter that saw extensive use by the Navy Air Corps 

in the Pacific.; In joint fighter-bomber exercises, the Navy launched carrier-borne planes to attack cities on 

the Pacific Coast.  The heavy bombers involved in the simulation would target the launch ship, then 

proceed to the "bombed" city for their gunners and escorts to practice interception.  (C&C, vol. 6: 609-610) 

 



Up at 0900.  Only a skeleton crew went to Salina, Kansas, to get our plane.  Nothing 

scheduled for bombardier[s] this AM.  Yesterday, a letter from Gin
‡
 and 

Lorraine.  Thoughts of Gowen Field came back to me.  All hands lost last night when a 

four-motored bomber crashed near Mt. Home, Idaho.  [For the] past two weeks, Gowen 

has had three crashes and seventeen men killed, a very bad percentage.xix  Wrote a letter 

to Chick and Claire.  One hour, Link trainer,83 first time; all I did the first lesson was to 

keep [the] ship level by instruments.  Date with Chick in the officers' club at her post, 

McCaw General Hospital.  Home by 0900.  Chilly and starry night.  Letter to [the] folks.   

 

May 4, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Nothing scheduled this AM for bombardiers.  Second hour of Link trainer 

this PM; did coordinated turns.  Letter to Amelia.  Got [the] crew pictures.  Cloudy 

weather.  Boys have not returned from Salina.  Supper and a movie date [with] "Chick" at 

[the] officers' club.  Surprised as hell to encounter "Meatless Tuesday"84 in Walla 

Walla.  Home, early.  Played poker in [the] officers' club ‘til 0300; won about $6, $.25 

limit stakes.   

 

May 5, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Swell letter from Irene.  Wrote a letter to [the] Kandel family.
ß
  One hour, 

Link trainer in [the] afternoon; three hours up to date.  Stayed home all evening, 

polishing up my metal hardware.  Fell asleep to [the] next door neighbor's radio, D.F. 

Perkins, an old classmate; still together, since Williams Field, Arizona.  The other lad is 

Bill Warose.  All [of us are] in [the] same squadron, [the] 399th. 

 

May 6, 1943
 

 

Up at 0900.  No Link trainer today.  Letter from Art; he is now in advanced single engine 

school. Read a book, Billy Mitchell, by Emile Gauvreau and Lester Cohen, a very good 

book.  The boys have landed at Denver; bad weather along the way.  They stayed there 

overnight.  Date with Chick at her officers' club.  We hit the nickelxx jackpot in [the] slot 

machine, $4, to be spent for our tomorrow's chicken dinner.  Home before 12:30 

AM.  Played poker at [the] air base O's club; lost $7, quickly, $.25 limit stakes.  Bed 

before 0300.  Read book, Billy Mitchell.  Chick bought me a pocket knife, single blade.   

 

May 7, 1943 

 

Up at 0930.  Read book, Billy Mitchell.  Bomb trainer, two hours.  Date with Chick; 

found a swell spot to buy chicken dinners; a very enjoyable time together.  Shopping, 

also, with Chick before supper.  My crewmates came home about 4:30 PM today.  Our 

plane is an old one, not flown much before, only seventy-five hours; only two side-guns 
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 A ground trainer used to instruct pilots in instrument flying, manufactured by Link Aviation, 

Inc.  (USAFD: 302) 
84

 In March of 1943, meat was rationed in the United States.  (Reynolds: 50-51) 

 



in [the] nose.  Otherwise, [the] ship [is] okay.  Rumors have it that Reed's group, that's us, 

may leave for Salina and overseas by next weekend.  Reader's Digest came today.   

 

May 8, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  Three hours [of] sleep.  Breakfast.  Operations by 0800.  Long 

briefing.  Take off, 1100.  Dropped five 100-pound M-30 demo bombs,85 6000 feet; also, 

three bundles, twenty-seven at four pounds [each], [of] incendiary bombs,86 3000 [feet] 

and 1500 [feet] true above.  What a tough workout.  Flew seven hours, forty-five 

minutes.  One ball turret gunner broke his leg getting out of his position; his 

carelessness.  Man [is] not from [the] 399th Squadron.  Supper, around 2030.  Called 

Chick; called off [our] date to go to [the] formal dance at [the] club.  Was very tired, 

needed [to] rest.  Bed, early. 

 

May 9, 1943xxi 

 

Today is the birthday of: Mother's birthday.   

Flew eight hours.  Did not drop any bombs; no time.  Shot 400 rounds of .50 caliber.  Bill 

did a perfect interception problem, twelve plane formation, caught the rest over 

Redmond.  Had to wait, because we had a leak in the O2 system.   

 

May 10, 1943 

 

Had no time to call up Mother yesterday.  Up at 0630.  Cross-country trip to Canada, 

same route as before.  Shorter flight, ‘cause of weather; couldn't even see Seattle, 

overcast.  Did not drop any bombs.  A bad front came in fast; headed for home.xxii  Stayed 

at [the] ship ‘til 8:00 PM, cleaning guns and etc.  Chick and three other girls came to the 

post.  I took them over to see our crew's B-17.  The girls were not even sure where the 

bombardier and navigator sat; oh, my, these women.  Officers' club, with the crewmates 

and the nurses.  Bed, 2300.  Tired as hell. 

 

May 11, 1943 

 

Up at 0630.  Did not fly; rainy weather.  Worked on our plane and dilly-dallied all 

day.  Date with Chick.  Some of my crewmates
‡
 and I del.

‡
 had dates together at the 

officers' club at McCaw General Hospital, a swell evening.  Home by 2400.   

 

May 12, 1943 
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 Demolition bomb; after penetrating the ground slightly, these bombs, also known as general-purpose 

bombs, detonate, inflicting damage through underground shockwaves and the surface explosion.  These 

bombs carried an explosive charge equal to one-half the device's total weight.  (USAFD: 160) 

 
86

 A bomb containing chemicals, such as thermite, which create high temperatures upon detonation; used to 

start fires.  (USAFD: 265) 

 



Up at 0630.  Ground school, two hours; AFCES lecture.  Haircut.  Doug took [his] 

instrument check in [the] afternoon.  Date with Chick; shopping together; chicken dinner 

at our favorite spot, [the] Trolly Inn; a movie, City Without Men, a good picture.  Home, 

early.  Bed, 2400.  Doug found out that our ship had been in a crack-up; hit a tree and 

made a crash landing.  Well, how about that?  Everything seems to happen to us.  Oh, 

well, ours is still the best crew.   

 

May 13, 1943 

 

399th Bomb Squadron, from Walla Walla, at Madras, Oregon87 

 

Up at 0900.  Picture taken for bombsight pass.  Heard a talk by a first lieutenant 

bombardier who returned, "alive," from combat duty in England, a very interesting 

talk.  Whole squadron left at 1600 for Madras, Oregon, to simulate living under combat 

conditions.  Madras is about 180 miles from Walla Walla.  What a place!  Runway's half 

built and very patchy and bomby.  Post is half built.  Maj. Arnold is the post CO, a nice 

chap.  He and his personnel [are] very glad to see us come.  Mess hall, GI fashion, $.35 a 

meal; BOQ, tarpaper shacks, four men in one room, coal stoves; latrine in an outside 

building.  Not bad, because the atmosphere is very cheerful.  Indians aplenty.  Major told 

jokes and stories of feuds and Indians to a bunch of us in the barren88 officers' club.  The 

pints were passed around all evening.  Bed, 2300.  Letter from Casey and Irene.   

 

May 14, 1943 

 

Up at 0700.  Breakfast, GI style.  Operations by 0800.  Nothing scheduled for Crew 26-

B.  Doug decided to try some stop landings.  One hour before dinner, Fred took off and 

landed three times.  First time he took off [in] a B-17 in his life, and the flaps were 

down.  What a scare that was; just missed a barn on the way up.  [Had] a second close 

call on landing; approaching, a truck came across [the] runway and Doug pulled up in 

time.  Dinner, fish, not a bad GI meal.  Calibration mission.  Flying time: two hours and 

thirty minutes.  Shave.  Supper.  Up at 11:00 PM, to undergo a night navigation mission.   

 

May 15, 1943 

 

Take off at 2430, [in] five minute intervals.  Cloudy as hell; didn't see Seattle.  Three to 

four hours over [the] ocean.  Buzzed the clouds at 15,000 feet.  Madras AB was closed in, 

as far as weather goes.  Flew around the threatening front.  Landed about 8:00 AM.  Tired 

and sleepy as hell.  Slept [for] all [the] rest of [the] AM and part of [the] PM.  Open post 

in [the] evening.  Town very, very, very small, Indians and cowboys.  I had one 
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 Phase three attempted to prepare bomber crews for the reality of combat.  During this phase, crews 

generally flew long-range formations flights at high-altitudes, such as the one flown on May 2.  These 
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sandwich, and then, saw a movie by myself, Wings and Women; About Amy 

Johnson.  Back to [the] post and to bed by 11:30 PM.   

 

May 16, 1943 

 

Up at 0700.  Breakfast.  Operations by 0800.  Air-to-air gunnery out over [the] ocean, 

[off the] coast of Oregon.  More damn clouds than I ever saw.  Mission, very much 

disorganized.  Flew at 20,000 feet; -30 C.  Flew [for] five-and-a-half hours.  No open 

post tonight; restricted, because we are leaving tomorrow night.  Cards in [the] evening at 

[the] club; lost about six to seven dollars.  Bed, 1230.   

 

May 17, 1943 

 

Washington 

 

Up at 0315.  Packed.  Operations by 0400.  Left Madras about 0500.  Arrived at Walla 

Walla about 0700.  Shower and shave.  Cleared [the] post to leave for [the] Middle 

West.  Packed [and] ready to go.  Date with Chick in [the] evening.  Oklahoma City 

bound tomorrow, Tuesday.  One hour [of] sleep.  Up at 0330.  Take off at 0700.  Twenty-

three B-17s in a one-line formation take off, a beautiful sight.   

 

May 18, 1943 

 

Rapid City, South Dakota 

 

Flew over [the] roughest country in [the] US, Montana, part of Wyoming and into South 

Dakota.  Had to land at Rapid City, South Dakota,xxiii AB, because [the] weather toward 

the east was very threatening.  Saw [the] Bad Lands of South Dakota.  Landed at 

noon.  Had lunch in [the] mess hall.  Met my ole buddy, Pete Parialo.  Had to stand by ‘til 

1630, in case [the] weather cleared up.  Very sleepy; dropped on bed at 1500 and slept on 

through del. next day.   

 

May 19, 1943 

 

Kearny AAB, Nebraska 
 

Up at 0300.  Dressed for flying.  Report by 0400.  Take off, about 0630.  Ceiling, very 

low in Salina and Oklahoma City.  Landed at Kearny, Nebraska, a three-quarters finished 

post, very large.  Met ole "Doc" Turner; he got engaged.  Dillion and Farwell also were 

there.  These boys are waiting to be sent overseas.  Three of us, Fred, Bill and I, saw a 

movie, This Land Is Mine, good.  Bed at 2400; raised hell before sleeping.   

 

May 20, 1943 

 

Tinker AAB, Oklahoma 

 



Up at 0330.  Breakfast.  Ready to fly at 0500.  Take off at 0730 for Oklahoma City.  Saw 

part of the great Mid West, [the] flood.  Oklahoma City, Tinker Air Depot, by 

1100.  Removed all [of] our equipment and clothing from [the] B-17.  Got a six day 

leave, starting tonight.  Rush to get home.  Army truck to drive S/Sgt. Harvey and me to 

Will Rogers AB.  Caught an American Airliner at 1900.  Landed at Tulsa and St. 

Louis.  Chicago, bad weather; switched to TWA and flew over Pittsburgh and on to New 

York, La Guardia, by 0730.  Taxi to [the] city.  Train to New Brunswick.xxiv  Home by 

0930.   

 

May 21, 1943 

 

Six-Day Leave!!  New Jersey,
ß
 Home!! 

 

Six days leave.  Sure is swell to see the folks.  Rainy weather, all day.  Talk, talk and 

more talk.  Saw [the] Kuchtas and the Lukers in the evening.  Bed, 0100.  Very talked out 

and sleepy.  Harvey and Arkwright were made tech sergeants.   

 

May 22, 1943 

 

Amelia 

 

Up at 11:30 AM.  Chicken dinner.   Met Coast Guardsman Charlie Dux and Marine 

Johnny Lavettri.  Saw Amelia in [the] afternoon; date in [the] evening, 0930 to 0300; 

John's dinner, a few drinks and dances, a swell evening.  Moon was proud tonight!89   

 

May 23, 1943 

 

Slept late.  Rudy came home at dinnertime.  Harriet, well on [her] way with [their] 

offspring.  Chicken dinner.  Talk, talk and talk.  Date with Amy in [the] evening; saw a 

movie, [and then], Rutgers campus; surprise, cry, love her again. 

 

May 24, 1943 

 

Slept late.  Visited [the] film plant with Rudy all afternoon.  Stayed home all 

evening.  Played Ping-Pong with sisters.  Bed, 2400.   

 

May 25, 1943 

 

Reservations on [the] airlines.  Lazed all day.  Date with Amelia in [the] evening; carving 

of initials; Roosevelt Park, Army maneuvers.  Came home to her house.  Ice cream parlor 

date.  Bed, 0230.  Packed and ready to go.   

 

May 26, 1943 
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La Guardia, New York 

 

Today is the birthday of: Me, 1920, twenty-three years old.   

Rain, all day.  New York City by 0900; La Guardia Field at 1100, take off.  TWA plane 

to St. Louis, Missouri; American Airlines to Oklahoma City.  Arrived at 0100.  Signed in 

at 0230.  Rain, like hell.  No quarters for any of us.  Slept on a cot in [the] middle of a 

walk through in [the] EM90 barracks.  Bed, 0300.  Plane trip cost me $86.  Saw a portion 

of [the] flood area.  Met T/Sgt. Harvey's father, a swell chap.   

 

May 27, 1943 

 

Oklahoma 

 

Up at 0600.  Rain, all morning.  Didn't sleep too well in the EM barracks.  Packed [the] 

plane all morning.  Doug was sick all day.  Did not leave Oklahoma City.  Went to 

town.  Supper.  Met a school teacher; what a drip!!  Bill and I slept together at the 

Skirvian Hotel.  Bed, 2400.   

 

May 28, 1943 

 

Reed's Provisional Group, Salina, Kansas 

APO #12042 
 

Up at 05:45 AM.  Tinker Field by 0700.  Take off at 0900.  Salina, Kansas, by 1030.  Got 

plenty of back letters.  Letter from Pete.  Processed, all afternoon.  Kansas, hot and windy 

as hell.  WAACS91 here, also.  Group meeting all evening, very secret and important; 

leaving for overseas very soon, [in] a few days.  England, here we come.  Bed, 1100, 

tired.   
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iii
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iv
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vii
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